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Guggenheim heads the list
of millionaire senators, with $60,000.-(inSenator l.saac .Stephenson of
Wisconsin possesses a fortune estimated at half that sum, and Senator
Stephen H. Klklns ufWeet Virginia Is
a clo.se third with $25,000,000.
John E. Andrus of Xew
Vo:k is the rich man of tht House,
his "pilrt" i)t .ng given as $ 3 ft.Oo II.UD0.
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Chicago, Feb. 28. Walter Well-maIn a special from Washington

"11

.

to the
says: "The
L'nlted States government is preparing u formal protest against Japanese

?

usurpation of territory and territorial
control in Manchuria. This protest
will soon be Issued. It will undoubtYORK TO I'AHIS SOI VKSII! ( HOSSIX1 AX INDIANA RIYKIt.
edly be regarded as a sensational
event all over the world. It will undoubtedly cause another war scare to
LOOKS
FLEET
run riot In the press and the minds
BATTLESHIP
PEACEiGUGGENHEIM
of many men. The protest will be a
strong and earnest one, and though
to the Japanese
addressed
governLAST
T
HURRY BACK
ment, It will be probably sent to all
powers
the
In the form of a Joint
note.
So far as the moral Influence
of
the America,) government can be
L
IE
exerted, everything possible will be
done to compel Japan to observe her
treaty obligations and to respect the
entity and adminirtrative
All Parties Agree That Situa- President of Smelting Com- Alter Leaving Manila Stops territorial
control of China.
Xo Danger of t onllicl.
Will Only Be Made For
tion Is Serious and Will Repany Says Situation Does
"Hut It should be fully understood
at the outset that the L'nlted States
Fuel and Provisions.
sult in Outbreak Soon.
Not Warrant Pessimism.
will not go beyond exercising moral
pressure. There is no danger of war.
The Japanese so understand It. They
ANY
YOUNG KING'S POLICY
AVOID
HURTING
COPPEK TAKES PLACE
may heed the American protest and
IS MOST DANGEROUS
NATION'S FEELINGS they may not, but if they do it will
ONCE HELD BY STEEL
not be because they fear the United
,
States might resort to
to back
l.isoon, Feb. 28. Whether or not
Washington, Feb. 28. The general up iu contention.
Xew York. Feb. 23. Daniel Gug"Ever
a republic Is soon to supplant the genheim, president
the late John Hay Iniof the American naval board 1ias deoidud that when tiated thesince
open door pulley In the
monarchy In Portugal, it is practicalhomeIts
for
leaves
fleet
Manila
the
Smelting
Helming
will
who
Co.,
and
189!),
opinion
here that
ly the unanimous
autumn of
the United States
the near future will witness a violent sail on Tuesday for a three months' ward trip festivities shall be cut out, has been regarded by all the powers
of
life
as
In
ex
the
struggle
leader In the movement to pro- political
which the
vacation abroad, today expressed the and that no stops hall be made
the monarchy may be the ptake. The opinion that there will be a steady cept those necessary to get coal audi"7"- v. "ma irom aggression, tsut at
same
comparative tranquility since the astime it has been us fully
betterment of business conditions In provisions. one reason for this is ine
sassinations i.s simply a breathing the
understood by all that the American
ihroughout
the economy, and another is a desire fo government
spell in which the forces of the mon- year. t'nited States
never had any intention
archy on the one hand and popular
avoid hurting the feelings of any na- of resorting to physical force.
"The metal business as a whole.," tion by seeming discrimination, it begovernment on the other are being
"While
is not the slightest
said he. "suffered in this depression ing Impossible to stop at all the danger of there
marshaled for the fray.
war between tile United
of King more severely than wa.4 to have been ports from which Invitations have Stales ami Japan over either
Since the assassinations
the
been received or are expected.
Carlos and Crown Prince LiUlz, the expected for even such a sensitive
Manchurian or Immigration questions
even the American coaling sta- there does exist here a great deal of
Republicans have been joined by the barometer of business condition. CopXot
dissident progressists, and they in- per, in my Judgment.by ba. taken the tion at Yokohama will be visited. The curiosity as to how the Chauvinists,
Iron and steel fleet, leaving Manila, will call first, agitators
tend to make their campaign for a place formerly held
and "yellows" of Japan will
change of regime openly in the com- as an index of business conditions. probablv. ut Aden, at '.he entrance of regard the efforts of tilt; Unite,l
ates
thereaction of last j the Hed sea. After passing through 1. bring their government lit
ing electoral contest. The exposure ThU metal felt
i. pect
of politicil corruptions, the manner year months in advance of siee and the Suez canal and the Mediterranean its treaty promises ill Chiliest
rri- of clients was merca utile enterprises.
a do will be made at c.lhraltar for tory.
in which an army
upn
to
point
now
"All indications
coal. From c.lhraltar the course will
maintained at the expense of the pubChina IVni-- Surprise.
lic treasury, and, above all, the se- ward turn in the tide and I look for be sei for Xew York or .Norfolk.
I'ekin. Feb. K. A conferen
throughout
on
the
is posslole that a stop may have
cret advances made to the royal fain, steady Improvement
is undoubtedly to be made at Colombo before reach- the-- existing situation in Maur ini'ia
Wall street
ily, they assert, have destroyed for- year.
to
is
presplace
my
in
take
opinion
Moiik.len
blue, but it is
that
lur.ng
ing Aden.
ever the prestige of the monarchy.
This will depend on the
he ilrsl week of March, when the
so consumption of coal.
however, ent conditions do not warrant
opinion,
Disinterested
governors
of
a
pessimism."
mu
the three provinces
'b
Secretary Metcalf today told Oov.
does not consider Portugal ripe for
11
believe.s, in fact, that
republic.
Olilctt, of California, ttiat the fleet composing Manchuria will meet Hsu
Shlh
Chang,
the viceroy of Manwill be al San Fianci.sco before May
the country under a popular regime,
ARMORIES IN
churia.
in the present backward state of the AUTHORIZE
I.'..
Tank Shin Yi, the governor of
A private letter received
masses, would become a prey of the
at the
to
navy department says the Mexican Moukden, has been
summoned
ambitions of politicians and, like the
NEW MEXICO TOWNS government
making come to Pekin after this conference.
contemplates
Central American republics, would be
The
wtep
reason
for
is
to
Is
this
that China
Mag.lalcna bay, where the fleet
without stability.
have extensive target practice, a port Is apprehensive of further politlcul
t'nder the present circumstances
surprises
in
orgauizaKing
young
She
Manchuria.
Manuel Hill to llenel'it Iji- - (ruivs, Simla IV, of entry, with a municipal
is mysti-lie- d
the course of the
by the situation there, especially
police
Is most dangerous, as he has placed
a
force.
The
Hon
mounted
and
City
mill
Silver
KosuHl
fleet will be In the bay for about a by the possibility .if the establishthe destinies of the throne in the
ment of various) municipal governmonth.
hands of the leaders of the two disWashington. D. C. Feb. 28
Mexican government has given ments under Russian control, such
The
credited old parties, men whose past
With tho assistance of
prevents them from meeting their adthe navy department permission to as is the case in Harbin as followed
Edward W. Higgins of unciior three barges in Magdalena by regulations for punishment of of-- t'
versaries In the open field of political
today
lJelegate Andrews
Asuses against the Russian Imperial
bay with coal for the vessels.
discussion, who the people will insist Connecticut, passage
of the Xew Mexsecured the
Secretary Newberry now has government and other
must lie disciplined.
sistant
of
validating
ico armory bill, a measure
before him a proposition to purchase the process of adjusting the municlp- the issuance of bonds for armories to three vessels which have been offered al lo the imperial aulhoiity.
Cruces, for this purpose.
be built at Silver City,
SANTA FE CONTINUES
Satita Fe and Kosweil. The Issuh is
ii)i:D.
uninui:
providing
for arone .similar to that
Pb .lailelphia, Feb. 2s. The diree-- f
I.as BULGARIAN PRINCE IS
mories for A Ibmiueroue and
tors
the West Jersey mid Seashore
The uill provides for a bond
ad today
a
issue of $3(io,0ii0. The amount Inof two per cent, u re- null
Institutions.
territorial
several
cludes
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ductton of one per tent from the last
In legate Mark Smith of Arizona individend. The road is i part of the
ri.oiiii .V t nliloniai liailiiuiil,
troduced u bill asking the pcrmis.-io-ii
Pi i.n- - Iv aula lines.
c
.if Congress to change the bond
hu ll
ill Now lie
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Prince
in
of Phoenix. Ariz., to a lower rate ot
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of
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Ferdinand
and Klenore
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interest. Representative Mann of
TIT
princess
to the Introduction Caroline Oasparine Louise,
objected
New York, Feb. 2. Secretary
today.
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it
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here
Phoenix, Ariz., Fell. 2v
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measure
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the
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At the conclusion of the civil and re-- 1 War William H. Taft Is to be the
lo- nounced by Santa Fe ofilc
guest of honor at tho banquet of the
g iiu.s ceremonies th" wedding party
day that President lf.ipl.-has
A
IIUKo
FOP.
WVY
Hrooklyn Par association at the Union
PKAIsi:
t
li
f
ind'-ir dura.
his ord'-- stopping all rai.'ioad
night.
d League dub tomorrowPrui'-was
Ferdinand
construction insofar us lie Arizona A I filer to a llouisvvain' Male
bo prince of Hulgaria in
Frank Hlack will also
His for,v
17.
California railroad is eon erned.
ak.
spt
Saved u Seaman.
mer wife died lii 1SDD, leaving him
.iii.l tin- extension of tiiit road will
The
two
ami two daughters.
in lit. tine as originally planned.
M H.
Ills Feb.
KKII l.
V
Tile budding of a bridge across the
Socrelary pi Infers Klenore is a member of tho
Feb.
Washington,
Francirtco,
San
2V
The
family
of
tile
Iteiiss
viiiinger
branch
Colorado river at Parker and Hie con" Metcalf has sent a letter to Thomas
steamer Siberia, having on board Wu
hall, ii boatswain's mate, com- a no is a daughter of Prince Henry T ug Fang. he ro w
unction of the remainder of the lino
minister from
across the Mojave desert to a conmending him for his action in Jump- IV of
China to tlie UniteJ Strtes, arrived
nection with tht- Santa Fe roar liag- - ing overboard from tho battleship
'bis morning.
MI.Klii: ItWhs OF i ( U'lN
!ad. California, will be resumed at Dakota and assisting In the re. ue of
ini'l com plet i'. .vithoii- unto ces-s.- .i a seaman who accidentally was swepl
oni
'iiy of Mexico. F b. llv A merger
ihson
i:i.i.
delay.
overboard February 10 last.
of the Hank of Yucatan and the Mer- New York, Feb. 2S. Thomas A.
Hank of Yucatan will be rati-fiIMlson, who underwent a second op-fKOIlllKKS MMvli .OOI HAI L
i:(.i.am
Kixfi to
at a meeting of tho stockholders eratioii
mastoiditis yesterday,
Feb. 28. The of the former institution at Meridia spent a comfortable night. His phy- St. Cloud, Minn.,
King Kd .vard
Loudon, Ft o. 2S
sicians
will probably leave London tomorrow, vault of tile First State bank ut Clear today.
that while his condition Is
The stockholders of the Mercantile M riou- - he s in po immediate danger.
for Paris, on his way to Hiarritz, and Lake, twenty mile., south of here, on
will remain abroad for eight or nine the Northern Pacific, was wrecked bank at Yucatan already have agreed
I
early today. The to a plan of consolidation. The
Oil row i.i u hi i i..
Only one month will be spent by cracksmen
wi cks.
W.i
Ft b. 2 i - The House
burglars secured $3,000 In currency merged Institution will be called the
In Biarritz, as his majesty has art
ll m
e on banking and currency
ranged to Join the queen and Prin- and damaged the vault to the extent Peninsular Hank of Mexico. It will
cess Victoria on the royal yacht for of $1,000. The robbers made their have a capital stock of $ S.uon.Ona 'il iv voted to report favorably upon
a Mediterranean cruise during1 April. escape on a hand car.
and i'lOO.ioiO surplus, Mexican money. lie Fovv ler currency b; 1.
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I'tah, Colorado. Oregon and Texas
I. ave also been invited to be he city'jt
t
for
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Chicago, Feb. 2S.- For the purpose of providing a refuge for homeless and ailing cats find dogs the IlliAutiH'ruelty society will give a
Cull- for Dis nois
Action of
benefit theatrical performance at the
of Owr laelil
ilrand opera house tonight. Hirry
Mdiiolis.
liarskin, who is a director of the somanage the aftair.
Miss
X cw Y irk, Feb. 28
An extra divl-- I ciety, will
Minnie Maddcrn Fiskc John Drew,
of );rj t whare on its preferred
well-- d
T. Hodge and other
k. railing for J. uishu rsenient of William
to
known stage lights have proii;
il. his hewn declared by the
railroad and Navigitin,, coni-v- . contribute their services.
pan
..cording to reliable reports re-- .HKOMtWAY lllltl) l TOKIO
:o lay.
Xew York.
tro.id w ay's
Feb.. 2v
$
tl.- - eompai.v's
niMi.ii'iO pre-famous bird, the lobster, will soon
f. ristock the I'nion I'.tcille and make
lis appearance in the cafes of
ps auxiliaries ovca $ :C t 'i 1. and
Toklo'a great white way. A Japanese
the I'liim Paciti ,ii.i owns practic-' fisheries expert has fpent several
coinpanv
ally al! the navigation
months in Ubode Island Inspect. ng
nO'i lite
common st". k.
methods of hatching and raising lobsters and will attempt to introduce
IIOOMA KII' OI'I I.KS A TUOPIIY their culture in the waters of northAlthough ern Xippon.
2S
New
York,
Feb
li e decline.
.t
the
President
inv.tation t) be present at the
AMFKICAN t Alt ST UTS
Chicago, Feb. 2v Fscnr-tcwar veterans' games In
by the
regiment armory pilot car of the Chtcago Automobile
the Tweiity-iiecon- d
- has donated a club, the American car. bailer in the
tomorrow night,
trophy for one of the event. In ad- New York to Paris race, 'tit iiere al
dition Admiral Joseph, H Cogh'nti la. 30 mis rnornii g.
Tti- route
has presented a trophy to be presentmapped out is through Aurora and
ed to the athletic club scoring the liixon, 111. The other coutestanu in
greatf-- i number of pn.nts in the "pe-the race are still here, and it is unVei
certain when they will git away.
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An invitaSan Francisco, Feb. 28
tion was extended yesterday by the
local licet entertainment
committee
to tie the
to j'rcsldent DiiiB of Mexi'-g lies' of tliis city during the stay of
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UP IN BED

Head of American Tobacco Company Says Purchase of Smaller
Concerns Was at Request of
Owners of Those Smaller

1

VISIT SAN FRANCISCO
inoi

PROPPED

New York, Feb. 28. The action of
the American Tobacco company In
secretly buying up certain companies
and suppressing the fact of the purchases was ngainst his better Judgment, said James H. Duke, president
of the American Tobacco company,
in the federal suit to dissolve the
company. Mr. Duke further said that
such action was taken by the company to please those who controlled
the companies which were taken over.
Mr. Duke's testimony wu taken at
his home, where he la confined by
Illness.
For three hours today ha
sat blustered up In bed answering
questions put by counsel for the company. Only the court and the counsel
were with him.
Much of Mr. Duke's evidence related to the history of the formation
of the tobacco trust. He said that on
no occasion did his company obtain
control of or buy & rival company to
force that company out of business,
but that such purchases were made
for investment only. The Union Tobacco company was bought, Mr. Duke
said, because the American Tooacco
company believed that by the purchase It would obtain strong financial
associations and thereby enable the
parent company to take In the United
States Tobacco company.
'
Mr. Duke said that Vt w
the dev
sire of thr- American Tobacco company to have a stable and uniform
price for tobacco and that while the
company Imped that the price could
be maintained at a reasonable figure
It did not seriously object to any
price so long as its competitors paid
the mime price. The defense hopes
to conclude Mr. Duke's testimony tomorrow .
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NAVIGATION

TO OBSERVE TREATY

Formal Protest nnd There Is Mo Danger
of Conflict-ChinConference Is Called to Discuss
the Situation.

PORTUGUESE
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Washington, Feb. Js. According
to a Washington statistician, theo
United States senate now ha.s thirty-twmillionaires, representing a capital of $2IO,5Ui. OHO. and the House
class, (.o
fourteen men in the millionaire
with fortunes aggregating $s:S.oi)0,-Ooi- ).
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28.
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Columbia and
Feb.
lel'c ilub at Dreamland rink.
!orneil orators will meet here to
weigh
to
agreed
fighters
have
The
night in t ue annual triangular debate
at 122 pounds at 3 o clock o,, the
the two Institutions. Miss Elizanay of the light, and the-- money will of
d
at the local inbeth E. Cook,
be divided sixty tier cent to the win
stitution, i.s n member of the Cornell
ner and f.irty to the loser.
team and her appearance on he platKiidly has craved a light with At- - form will undoubtedly be the signal
tell the p ist two years, and now he for an ovation. It Is likely that Miss
is t. l,av his chance. The night of Cook will be the last woman debater
Hiflit Flank Dvvyer to be
the Nels.ili-1'nho.elected by Cornell for an interveil known turfman, offered to bet collegiate contest, as Columbia will
$2. :,nii that Kelly could beat Attell, at tempt to secure the passage of a
l.ut v.iinti former manairrr of Hat- - rule against woman ileoaters at the
tliug Nelson, recei.tly said that Kelly next meeting of the Triangular
was the coining fe itherwelgnt chamleague, which includes Cornell,
will back him Columbia and Pennsylvania.
Nolan
pion, and
ngalnsi Attell in the-- coming light.
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ADVISE KELLT

PROTEST
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mxm x TO ATOMS
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While
Katon. X. M . Feb.
quarrying rock on the Harilett ranch,
fifty miles southan lsolateil
west of here. Just across tne New
Moxlco line, James H. Howard was
literally blown to pieces by the explosion of forty sticks of dynamite
last Friday, the news not reaching
here until yesterday.
Howard was thawing the dynamite
when the explosion occurred. Xo one
witnessed the accident. The force of
the explosion knocked the other men
down, out none of them was injured.
.Some parts of Howard's body have
not been recovered. The victim was
28 years old and recently came to
the territory from Missouri.
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CARRIAGE

Teheran, Persia, Feb. 28. An attempt was made this afternoon
to
assassinate the Shah of, l'ersla as he
rode through tho streets of the city,
but the attempt on the life of the
ruler was frustrated by the prompt
action of his guard. Three outriders
accompanying the coach were killed.
As his majesty rode through
the
streets a bomb was thrown from a
group of people standing at the corThe
ner of a street Intersection.
guards saw the action and rode at
the group, trampling several. The on
slaught frustrated the aim of the
bomb thrower and the bomb missed
the carriage. It exploded as It struck
the street, killing three of the guards
the Shah's
and slightly damaging
carriage. The street was torn up for
several yards.
The Shah escaped
without injuiy.

It

TOBACCO TRUST

Manchuria.

, jf

Volini.
Chicago. Feb. Zi. nr.
president of the While Hand society,
which was organized recently for the
purpose of carrying on a war of extermination against the Black Hand,
has received several lettera threatening him with death. He constantly
goes armed and la carefully guarded
by his friends.
Dr. Volini Is convinced that the
movement started over
personal difference. between one of
the leading Italian and a priest.
"I know the men who organized the
society,
(ioirdano-Itrun- o
Chicago
which has for Its object the spreading of the doctrine that, priests should
not mix in local government affairs,"
and 1 know they are opposed to
crime. It is not necessary to look
to Chicago for the plot which resulted In the death of Father Leo at
Denver. The priest had been In
Patcrson, X. J., and he may have
made enemies there. It is probable
the man who killed him was paid to
travel west after him.''
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Wellman Asserts Note Will be President Duke Did Not
Want
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Says Denver Assassination Did Explosive Thrown From Group of
People as Shah Pftsses In Koy-a- l
Not Result From Anarchists In
Carriage-Guard- s!
Trample
Priest
Windy
Crowd and Interfere With
Made Enemies at Paterson
Aim of Thrower.
Where He Formerly Lived.
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Frankfort, Jy., Feb. 2S. The long
deadlock in the Kentucky Senate was
broken today with the election of
llovernor Rradley, Republican, to the
United States Senate.
on an Informal vote early today it
appeared that (iovernor Bradley was
elected, naving received 64 votes to
60 for Heckham, 1 for Allen and 1
for Hlackhurn.
The Democrats at
once left Die hall in the effort to
break the quorum, but later returned
ami the vote was then ordered verified. On the recount It was shown
thai Rradley nail received 64 votes.
Four Democrats joined with sixty
Republicans.
MIM.US

I.OSF.

m i ;x

lilVF--S

ica n

IX
i :x piosio

,
.art-doTexas, Feb. 2X. information reached here today to the effect

that an explosion

In
the Lirosita
near Sablnas resulted In a large
loss of life. The killed are estimated
at from forty to ninety persons.
The mine Is owned by the Monterey
Steel company and ordinarily employs
a force of 2i0 miners, mostly Japanese and Mexicans.
The federal government lias taken charge of the
mine.
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KILLS win: AMI Slll.l'
Colorado Springs,
Feb. 28. Edward Price, a Colorado Midland engineer, shot and killed his wife at
Florissant, Colo., then set fire to the
house anl then blew out his o.n
brains, it is supposed he was insane.
The neighbors were attracted to the
scene by Uu- - burning bouse and found
Price and his wife on the flitor of a,
room, dead. Little is known of litem,
as they only came here a short lime
ago. They had no children.
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Itllffalo. Feb 'J
Prom i i r st.e- cia ists from nil sections of the I'mted
Stales and from foreign lands are
participating in the twelfth annual
reunion anj cliniu of tne denta! department of the I'niver.-itof Huf-falopened today.
y

o,

U All ANMVIiUSVUY
Pittsburg, Pa Feb. S officers Of
the Fourteenth infantry will celebrate
the uiiniv sa; y of tlm mu ter out of
the regiment at the close of the
erican
war with a reception
and ball i:. tip- armory toniyht.
OH-sIR-
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REPORTER VISITS
HEADQUARTERS
N BOSTON

pastime which for ft long time. I
could not Indulge. My nervousness
has aiso disappeared. No one could be
more thankful than I for the relief
Mr. Cooper's preparation has given
my
it
I am recommending
me.
friends."
The young man seems to be gaining greater headway in his isit draws
It is estimated that four
to a close.
thousand people called on him
THE

Callers and Finds Their
Statements Emphatic
li'wton, K b. iin. In vii'vv of the
enormous sale of Cooper's preparations now K'i"K n in this city niul
he intfiiwe interest which Mr. Cooper
has stirre,! up since his arrival, a
representative of the Ptvt spent an
s,
afternoon at the young man's
watching the swarm of humanity come iniil (?o.
During the afternoon the reporter
interviewed many of the callers am)
obtained statement
from all who
cared to give them as to their experiences with Cooper and his prephent-luarter-

arations.

The following are selected from
those statements as being typical of
the general expression of the people
seen :
Carlcton H. Hutchinson, a lending
hunker and broker, with oflices ut 8
Congress street, made a very em
phatic statement, as follows: "Anyone
afflicted with chronic ill health and a
general run don condition caused by
stomach trouble, who does not try
this man Cooper's medicine, is very
foolish. I say this after a most remarkable experience with the. medicine.
"I heard of Cooper's success fust
when he was in Chicago, as I have a
private wire to that city in connection
with my business. Later, when he
came east, I learned more of him and
his theory that stomach trouble
causes most 111 health. I have had no
faith in anything not prescribed by a
physician for each particular case after careful diagnosis, but after eight
years of constant suffering, durum
which time I spent over fl.iiOi) with
absolutely no relief, I
that It
would at least do no harm to try the
was
hearing so
medicine which
much about.
"During these eight years I have
been forced to go without solid food
for five and six weeks at a time. I
always had a sour stomach,
was
troubled with formation of gas. and
led the usual miserable life of the
dyspeptic. I was dull, tired, nervous
arid gloomy all lbe time, and was always constipated.
"I have taken Cooper's medicine a
comparatively short time.
For the
past three weeks
have not had the
slightest sign of stomach trouble. I
can eat anything with no had effect
1
whatsoever.
have a fine appetite,
, am
gaining flesh very rapidly, am
nheerful, full (of energy and my nervousness has disappeared. My bowels
are In perfect condition for the first
time in eight years.
"I don't hesitate to say that I
would not take $511,000 and be hack
where I was. My relief and thankfulness are beyond description."
was made by
Another statement
Mrs. Kugene Hull.
of Oochittiate,
Mass., who came all the way to Boston, a distance of twenty-fiv- e
miles,
Just to tell personally what the Cooper medicine had done for her. She
said:
"For many years I underwent extreme suffering from kidney and liver
trouble. At times my back ached so
badly that I could not stand up. I
frequently had dizzy spells,
one of
which lasted 4 hours whenever I
opened my eyes everything seemed to
be swimming around.
Whenever I
tried to read, the type soon became
blurred and I was compelled to stop.
My nerves were In a terrible condition.
"I used all kinos of medicine without obtaining relief, and became discouraged. I'pon hearing of the Cooper
remedies.
decided to try them. The
effect of the first bottle of the New
Discovery medicine was marvelous
my appearance was so much improved that neighbors remarked about it.
I am stronger and better In every
way and feel twenty years younger.
Today a trip to lioston did not fatigue
me In the least. Jiest of all,
can
read again with pleasure, a favorite
ft--
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TEMPERANCE EDITOR
CONTINUES

ACTIVE

Ksianci.i. N. M .. Feb. 2
ihn W. ( orbi It- expect.' to move
his t,iini!y lo re from
Mountainair.
Mr. Corbett has extensive business in- OiM-clnl-

,1

)

-

terests in Moiniiainalr, Willard and
Kstancia, but since his principal office is located here be will make, his
residence at this place. He will occupy for the present. Dr. .Morris'
rental propel ty.
W. W. Norman, a Texas
farmer.
arrived in the valley two weeks ago
and with his four sons has taken
Mr. Norof town.
homesteads
man is a type of the sturdy farmers
who are. settling this region.
With
his sums he has tukin eight hundred
acres of government free land ami
will improve it.
A
Presbyterian church has been
organized at this place with a large
number of members. The synodlcal
missionary, ilev. John H. C.ass, expects to locate a minister here In the
near future.
The Komcro .Meat & Supply company has been obliged to quit business for the present. The obligations
of the company will all be met.
D. II. Morrill, the temperance editor
of the Kstancia News, and the superintendent of the city schools, is In
nowise discouraged in his active opposition In the saloon Interests of Kstancia by the severe drubbing given
him by Saloonkeeper
Nesbit. The
last issue of the News gives a warm
up
of evils as the editor sees
write
them. The News has the support uf
the people.
Kstancia can show a list of newcomer each week which might well
be the envy of the most
attractive
regions of any state. The following
are among the arrivals of the past
week:
J. K. Wagoner and A. A.
Ciiay of Texas; John (ishorn.
Noah
Ostium of Molenar, Texas; the Strip
brothers Colorado City, Texas; T. A.
dale, I.. C. dale, F. ami li. T. lirown
of Sli.iHiiee, (ikla.; Ira I.udwlck and
W. li. Young of liutUr, .Mo.; W. L.
II. lit. of Causas. duad.ilupe county,
N. M.
These gentlemen are all substantial property holders of their various homes and will make desirable
citizens of our territory.
wt-s-

t
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W. C. Davis
The Blindfold
MARVEL
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ELKS' THEATRE

What I Advertise

Prof. J. M. Reed
LOCATKI)

AT

THE

riLAinr.1 Tir..

iu;tvi;i: i irtsT and
six'oxd sTtinns o

vi-i,- .

TUESDAY, MARCH 9!!!

SILVKH

Tin: woiu.Ds

f;i:i;.Ti;sT

PADEREWSKI CLAIRVOYANT
Entire Box

rsyj; a omio
Al.r Tirorm.Eh
Your l""i. your present life, ami
jour enuro luture, and everything
HOW TO

SCALE OF PRICES
$24.00

First 3 Rows Balcony
Balance Balcony

1.00

Dress Circle

Tuesday, March 3rd
at 8 O'clock

LOVE,

!

M n t ; i u s i xi :ss

t'Ol KTSIIII'

XI

CAPITAL, 8150.000
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S. STklCKLKK, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. lialdridrje,

MU-llHAG-

No matter what your life has
I will start you right again; will tell
you how to control friends and ene
mies. Thousands have Imniiiiio liappy
by taking my advice. Without ask
ing you one question I villi tell yon
exactly what you called for. whom
J in I vtlicn you will nitirrv. Cull and
I v ill send you uwuy happier, wiser,
lx-e-

AID SOCIETY
at the

Ccniregition;! Gtrurch
MONDAY, MARCH 2

bidder than licforc; the sad
broken hearted go away clns-rfu- l
Iwpny.

I'. M.

HOl'KS:
l'OSlTIVK iMtoor.

and
and

A. M. to !) 1. M. DAILY.
AT THE HOTEL CUI(;E
1ETWEEN FI1LST AND SEC.
OND STKEETS ON SIL- U

LOCATE!)

20,-oi-

Should Convince tlio Greatest Skeptic
in Alhuqucrquo.

UPSTAIRS

I-

1

1

1

:i

HOW TO COXTKOL
AXI)
FASCI
NATE ANYONE YOU LOVE
AND AD.MHJE.

Entertain Under the
Auspices of the

H

1

;ivcs truthful revelations in all
love a flairs, troubles, niarrl.i.'os
ly difficulties tin I divorce, 'settles
lover' quarrels, trlies name of ili
ne yon will marry iiud date of mar- rlage. how to win tin- - man or woman
you love, etc.

Reader
AM"
Impersonator

AT

(

TIIOHNTON, TIIK CLEAN EH.
Located at 121 North Third street
The only real s eam cleaning plant in
the sou hwest. We are now better
prepared than ever before to clean
anything that is cleanable. In clean
ing, pressing and repairing clothes,
we take tho front seat. All we ask
is a trial. All work guaraniee-!- . Second hand clothing height and sole'
nods called for and delivered on
short notice. I'hone 460.
-- o-

you

to know how
much
Chamberlain's Salve has done for me.
It ha- cured my face of a skin dis- ise of almost twenty years' standing.
I
have been treated by several as
mar' physicians at we have In thl9
country and they d:d me no gon., hut
two boxes of th.s salve has cured me.
M rs. KiMiiie
Troy,
ilrifMn.
Ala.
hn m belli n' - Salve Is for .sale by all
t

want

Mf A!SS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

OK AI.nUQUKKLHJK, X- - M.
hxtends to Depositors Every l'roper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

oiiltics.

Mrs. AIqdzU Lee Atkinson

New Mexico
Write tor Catalogue

BANK ok COMMERCE

iives never-failin- g
information regarding all k.mls of business.
ilw
mils, claims, collections, investments,
changes, xWHs, im iisIoiis,
Insurance, divds, mortgages, patents,
inventions, anil all linaiicial ilifll- -

Store

Book

WHOLES ALE Albuquerque.

THE

AI'I'AII'.S.

Seat Sale opens at

& Co.

WITH AMPLE

POSITIVELY (JI'AliAXTEES
SIC-(ES- S
WJIEX ALL OT11EKS IWIL

o

Will

Korber

3.00 eminent

Parquet

Matson's

J

im

u mi ny consulting tills work I
lalrvoyunt aiul Spirit Me
mum. miii is uie grratPHt master of
t
3.00
seionoe mm psyi-liiforee the
worm lias ever known.
predic2.00 tions arc always eorrcet nnil never
fall to eoine true, us thousands of
2.00 people will testify.

Single Box Seats

Cough Hcmcriy a Favorite.
Hecause it's the evidence of an Al- "We prefer Chamberlain's
Cough
Kemedy to any other for our chil- buiiuerque citizen.
Testimony easily investigated.
dren," says Mr.
J. Woodbury of
Tin.'
tdrungest
endorsement
Twining, Mich.
"It has also done merit.
ihe work for u3 In hard colds and
The best proof. Head It:
croup, and we take pleasure in rec.J. M
ommending It." For sale by all drugParker, living at 317 riouth
Fourth street, Albuquerque. N. M.,
gists.
says:
"Donn's Kidney Fills are entitled to the strongest praise 1 can
1
give them.
never planed much
faith in patent medicines, but I :an
say I have derived more good from
Doan's Kidney Fills than I supposed
it would be possible for me to get
from any kind of medicine or treatment
Several years ago I bcg:in to
notice Indications of kidney complaint. A year ago my condition
was an alreached the state where
most constant sufferer from pain In
AMlr11(llV
my back and trouble of an alarming
MANAGER:
nature existed with the kidney secrey.j
tions.
On one occasion the kidney
secretion stopped altogether and
had to have a physician draw it from
me. At that time i was employed as
a locomotive engineer and had to give
up this work, as the Jar of the engine
made the pain in my back beyond endurance.
sutlcred from pain across
my loins and in both sides over my
hips that
would have to s:t down In
a chair and lean my hack against
something to support I:. At night
after
would retire I would not sleep
any more than an hour before the
pain would waken me; then I would
have to sit up in b"d and bend over
in order lo get relief.
The kidney
secretions were very profuse, and
hat added to my misery w as a
burning, sc aiding sensation which accompanied the secretions.
About
three months ago learned of oan's
Kidney Tills anil procured a supply.
In a short time every dilliculty wm
corrected and have no trouble'at all
with my back and kidneys now. I
am a well and strong as ever and
am certain that 1 could take up the
work that I had to give up, and could
do It without any trouble. On occasions without number I have recommended noun's Kidney l'ills. and
whatever I can say for them will always afford mo pleasure."
For sale by all dealers.
i'rlce 50
cents.
Co.. HulTalo.
New York, sole agents for the l'nitd
:
.State.
.
ltemeniber the name Poan's and
take no other.
No. H
(.

New

Mind Reader

THE TIN CAN SEASON IN BASE BALL
tuemPAPCRh

TRUST CO.
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HYPNOTIST

tention to New Mexican
Irrigation Work.
Washington. D. C. Feb. 2S The
secretary of the Interior In referring
to Irrigation projects in the Cnited
States says:
The
project provides
Carlsbad
water for irrigating a small area In
vicinity
the
of Carlsbad, New Mexico.
Tne work Includes a storage reservoir oil' the i'ecos river and the re
pair and reconstruction
of canals
that were constructed by private en
I
tie development of I'ecos
lerprisc.
allay wa." brought about by a pri
company which in
Irrigation
vate
stalled an extensive system of irrl
gallon works representing mi outlay
of more than a million dollars. In
U toiler,
1!MI4.
a Mood destroyed i
large portion of the Avnlon dam, up
on which the canal system depended
for i's supply.
The owners of the
system were unable to repair the
damage and as property valued at not
less than $2,000.(1110 was threatened
with destruction unless a water supply was provided ;m appeal was made
to the government to take the works
and prevent the lands from reverting to desert eoinlit ions. The trans- fee of the property of the J'ecos Irri
gation company to the United States
was completed, and the work is now
being pushed to early completion.
Hi. is were invited for the construction of the Avalon dam, but none
were received ami It was necessary
for the government to construct this
jWoi k iy nay lanor. j tie Hondo project contemplates the diversion of the
waters of the Hondo river near Hos-- j
well, New Mexico.
It has been nec- essaty to carry on a parge part of
this project directly by the govern
ment, as the laylor-Moor- e
Construction company, which had the con
tract for tile canal spillway, and the
main canal, went into the hands of
a
receiver. The company's equipment was so
that it was necessary for the government to install an
adequate plant for carrying on this
work. The lailui'e uf the company
caused considerable delay, but the
work was carried on satisfactorily
and Is now completed. Work on the
inlet and outlet canals, diversion
dam. structures, headcates, lateral
gates, drop, all about complete I. and
water will be furnished for irrigation.
Tin' Kio draude project contemplates the erection of a concrete duni
across the Kin drande near Kngle,
New Mexico, about 100 uilles above
tfl Paso, Texas.
At this dam the
Moo,
waters will be .stored and will
be carried by a canal system to a
large area of rich valley land. The
general surveys for the Kin drande
project have been completed; and
the Liasbuig diversion dam was built
of concrete, with the necessary sluice
'ates. head weir, and head gales, and
was connected with the old I.a.s duces canal by about
two miles of
d
An allotment of
canal.
$2011.0110
was made for this portion
of the Kin drande project, and the
Klephant Unite Water Users' Association of New Mexico and 101 Paso
Water Users' Assoclati on of Texas
have signed a general
nitracl for
the repayment in ten u ailments of
tic $200.1010 allotted f this work.
The allotments made
r the var- ions projects were:
Hondo, New Mexico $:!:ii. (ion for
10. o(m) acres.
Carlsbad. New Mcxie. (AOO. iino fn
20.1001 acres.
Kio drande (Keasbuig. diversion);

KHIUAHY 28. 190.

ccplioi ond surplus, $ioo(ooo

I
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Prof. Allen

Secretary of Interior Calls
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Here we have another illustration
of the old saying. "There i nothing
new under the eun." It's simply the
repetition of something gone before.
We all remember the 1100.00 bicycle
It had iLs day and wti-- s replaced with
a really iietter bike at much less than
half the first named figure. No bicycle was ever worth $100.00, but
while passing through the experimental stages of manufacture the bicycles
found stiles at the enormous figure.
The same thing is true of typewriters.
No machine was really worth $100.00
but they did sell for that pr'ce while
passing
were
the manufacturers
through the experimental stages. All
this is a thing of the pat, a part of
the history of the typevriter. and now
we are down to the more modern,
strictly practical typewriter, at a fig
No
ure much less than formerly.
typewriter will ever aga'a .sell for
$100.00; that price is also a mutter
All machines from this
of history.
time on must give way tJ the
of the public for a cheaper, more
durable machine with al!
Improvements. This machlno is wUh
U3 now and the price Is within the
reach of many who formerly ;on.-- i
a typewriter beyond their itiodc-- t
pocketbook. The price no v of the
very latest and best typewriter is
$65.00, a saving of Just $35.00. The
machine Is not cheap in anything hut
price, in fact it combines ever known
feature and many that the otnei
standard machines do not ie. New
York Journal.

AilvcitUe What

I

March 2, 3, 4

WESTERN

TYPEWRITERS

$100

Interviews Many of Cooper's

REPORT TELLS ELKS THEATRE
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OF

DOOM
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A. M.

Black-well- .

BUILDERS'

(). K. Cromwell.

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native ami Chicago Lumber. Slierw
Paint None lui-t- .
Ituildlng
Muster, Llnio. C'ement. Glass, SaIi, Poors Etc.

Etc., Ett:.

J.

C.

BALDRIDCE

423 South First

After the Fire
It is too late to remember the defective

wiring that burned your building. None
but experienced and expert electricians
should be allowed to touch your lighting
system, either in the original installation or
in repair work. You can't run the risk.
All work entrusted to us is done by skilled
electricians no apprentices, no cheap service employed.
The result is safe buildings.
All sorts of electrical stock, from
the insulation to the gorgeous electrolier, always on hand, all in the
best quality that science can make

-

druggists.

Reliance Electrical Co.
FIFTH AND CENTRAL

PHONE 131
jJmiarail.Mfc.l ha;? warnf-a--

1

1

1
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Foster-Miibur-
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The road to a bank'is usually the road to prosperity

Not quite alljjdepositors are prosperous, but all prosperous people are bank depositors. At the end of the road to this bank, there is the bank that has the ability and
the disposition to help its customers, and many a man is g lad thathehas taken' the road.

THERE IS A WARM WELCOME FOR YOU AT
THE END OF THIS ROAD TO THE BANK

STATE 'ALDUQUERQUE
NATIONAL BANK

1
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CHINA ESSAYS

LISTEN:

INDEPENDENT

Announcement

rap

TO THE PUBLIC

for the celebrated

San Francisco, Feb. 2?. There Is a
very well defined sentiment, fortified by recent developments, that
soon
Minister Wu Ting Fans, who
to arrive In the United States, will
inaugurate an 'entirely new phase of
diplomacy so far a.. it centers upon
the Orient.
Ii is asserted that Japan, prostrated by her own financial troubles, will
take the rear of the stage and China,
which has found her position uncomfortable under the tutelage of
Japan, will come to the front with
an entirely Independent policy.
Such a course has been Impressed
upon China ah the result of the aggressive policy of Japan in Korea
and Manchuria. This has not only
given rise to protests on the part of
ihe "hlne.se, who suffer most; but
also on the part of the foreign merchants, who have been successful In
that
persuading their government
Japan propose to give no consideration to other than her own people.
.Measures for the modernization of
China' army, as conceived by the
Japanese, have been abandoned, and
China ha oeen left to her own resource. Japan, burdened with an
enormous war debt, and battling for
in the face of strenuous
her
for
internal opposition, apparently
the time btiing has been forced out
of her benignant attitude of Cham
litnn o f all the orient, and China Is
preparing to seize the opportunity of
asserting her independence, with tne
of western governments.
To JSjvar for Points
It Is likely, therefore, that the most
In
struggle
diplomatic
absorbing
Washington during the year will be
that between Minister Wu, who has
already achieved a record, and Bar
on Koguro Takahira, the Japanese
anibassad lr, who is likewise well
known for his successes as Japan's
representative in Washington and at
the Portsmouth peace convention.
At the outset. Minister Wu will pos
The United
sess
the advantage.
States, in her policy, has shown a
marked interest in China. This was
Inaugurated by Secretary Hay in the
promulgation of the "open door," and
has been continued by Secretary Hoot
by the remission of 117,000,000 of
the Chinese indemnity and the estab
lishment of the extra territorial court
at Shanghai. An extremely favorable
sentiment has also been created by
the contribution of over $500,000 to
the Chinese famine fund by American
citizens. Moreover. Secretary Root
that he will not allow
has indic-ateany violation of the "open door" pol
icy on the part of Japan to go on
without protest.
Chinas possibilities as a fertile
field for the development of com
iiHTcf is likely to prove too alluring
to Kuropean governments, particularly Germany and Great liritain, to per
mit them to object to this policy.
Japan Is Hard Hit
Japan, on the other hand, so far
its popular sentiment may be taken
to Influence diplomatic position, finds
herself in a precarious situation. The
recent fight on the budget has shown
the Improvised condition of the coun
try. Her attitude in Manchuria nas
shown her policy to recoup her losses
at the risk of her prestige with forIn the Knglish
eign governments.
colonics in the far east, and in England itself the disposition to look
treaty as an
upon the Anglo-Japa- n
incumbrance is beginning to manliest itself. So far as the Unitod
States is concerned, despite the
of the possibility of war, Japan
has liidiesited ill her treatment of the
emigration o.ueslion
her desire to
maintain friendly relations so far as
that could be done without the loss
of national prestige.
The United States is in the enviable, hut diflleult, position of being
flirted with by both countries of the
far cist. Japan wants America's
commerce and friendship.
China
against
wants America's protection
game
Japan. That the
is considered
worth the highe.--t stakes Is foreshadowed liv the fact that the two most
accomplished
Oriental diplomatists
on foreign missions have been sent to
Washington
play against each
to

We have juat received a fresh consignment of the
remedies direct from the laboratories in Dayton,
Ohio.

These preparations are the most remarkable we
have ever handled. Many of our patrons have
returned to tell us of the benefit they have derived
from their use.
We will take pleasure in explaining the nature of
these medicines to all who will call at our store.

ADVERTISE IN

othr r

"I nave found a cure for the misery malaria poison produces." says
it. M James, of I.ouellen, S. C. "It's
called Ulectric Hitters, an l comes in
PO cent bottles.
It breaks up a case
of chills or a bilious attack in almost
no t inn-- : and It puts yellow jaundice
clean out of com mission." This great
tonic medicine and blood purifier
gives ii'iick relief !n nil stomach, liver and kidney complaints and the
misery of lame back. Sold under
f uarat tee at All Dealers.

to lr.MX II ATS
meeting wiii be held on Saturday, ivt.ra.uy ', l'.os, at 7:3a p. m.,
at tie- city hall In the new Korber
buddii g on X irth Second street, for
tile.
..f organizing the Democracy of
ililio county and
forming a Democratic club. All
objects
in sympathy with the-.,- ,
are earnestly reoaested t
'tne and
to liritig their friends
.sI'MMliUS I'.rKKH UtT.
Chairman Bernalillo County I'emo- tal c Central Committee.
A

s.

l'.i-r-

per-hon- .s

Higher Health
I
hav r idled a higher health
I i.egan
e,.;
Dr. King's
Jacob
New
Life
writes
Pills."
Springer, of Wet Franklin. Maine.
"They keep my stomach, liver and
hour'. working Just right." If these
pills d sappolnt you on trial, money
will be refunded it All Dealers.. 25c.
u.-l-

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

THE J. H. O'REILLY DRUG CO.

Issued at an hour
when people have time to read

and Central Avenue

Cor. Second Street
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COULD HEARST

45,000.

Hearst told Lincoln Kteffens that
his favorite character in history was

FORCE HIM-

Julius Caesar. Certainly he bends
his knee to none, and has broadly
criticized everybody he wanted to,
from the supreme court of the United States down to the crooked aldermen who took a. 100 bribe, When
he ran for governor he was able to
pack Madison Square (Jarden on five
separate occasions. Each time the
crowd cheered him frantically for
thirty minutes. Bryan had such a
reception In this famous hall in 1896.
A year ago, when Bryan came home
from Europe, it was only with the
greatest difllculty that a respectable
crowd was gathered there to hear
him.
Some believe
that Hearst, like
Hryan, has lost his hold on what
I'ierpont Morgan calls the "mob,"
but what Hearst and Hryan call the
common people. People who think
this say that under the inspiration of
Koosevelt radicalism has moved with
such tremendous strides as to have
left both Hearst and Bryan behind
Frobably
in the conservative class.
today Koosevelt could fill Madison
Square Garden u many times as he
chose to speak.
If the big party lenders should be
Taft and Hryan, it Is possible that
Mr. Hearst would launch his third
party, and as he is the only national
figure in the Independence league, he
could hardly escape being Its candidate for president.
Today Hearst Is a pattern of all the
domestic virtues. His family has just
been increased by the birth of his
second son, W. It. Hearst Jr. His wife,
a former actress, is a handsome woman, very intelligent and socially ambitious.
She went everywhere with
him on his stumping tour for governor.
It is generally thought that she
would be as pleased to be mistress
of the White House as her husband
would be to be its master.

SELF?
With His Independence League

Extended Throughout Country He Is a Power.
New York, Feb. 28.

.William

Ran-

dolph Heart's position as an editor is
assured. His future place in politics
is a mystery. Hearst is now t5 yearj
old. While he may not have reached
the maturity of his powers, he has
long since ceased to he an amateur,
either In Journalism or politics. When
Theodore Roosevelt was 40 he had
been president two years.
Today Hearst looks less than his
age. His hair Is thick and untouched
with gray, and while lines are appearing in his face, it is still the
face of a young man. in one of his
more recent speeches he announced
that ho did not Intend again to run
for office. He has never contradicted this statement, but he has never
said anything but that he Intended to
remain in polities. He is now busy
building up his Independence league
into a national organization.
In a recent letter to the Indiana
league he clearly announced his ideas
on national politics. He. believes In
exercising the full powers of the government to put rich malefactors behind the bars, he is for a big navy,
the retention of our over sea colonies,
and believes in the immediate purchase by the government of all telegraph lines in the L'nited States. In
regard to municipal ownership, he is
in favor of it on principle, but thinks
that each city should deal with its
own case. While, lie believes in government ownership of railroads, he
would not pres. this issue at once.
In this letter he stated that his principles were essentially conservative,
lu tne sense that they went back to
the ancient principle of equal rights
for all and special privileges for
none.
'.
Altogether his plall o in is
grcssive, but in no sense extr
Hearst is no Socialist He supp. rted
Bryan in lV.it and until very re, ent- as a Demoly has regarded hiiu.-e;crat. Now he is convinced that both
the old parties are controlled by corporation.- and Ilia: the time has come
for a new deal.
Kvery
politician in
Democratic
New York state .wll eagerly tell you
w hy Hearst was not elected governor
ay that he
t wu years ago
They
W (HI
not
that it is tne
very nature of the man to play his
own game and pi ay it alone, and
even after he had received the Dein- o.'rati c nomination he till rigarded
himself as an independent candidate.
He either Ignored the Democratic
politicians altogether, or treated them
as though they were employes.
His Had Defeat
The most bitter thing of all to the
Democrats was that he give them
1(00 of his nem.-yonly
while he
poured Into the treasury of the Independence league the king y sum of
I2itii,00i. Democratic woiker., figured It they could only have hud
some of this money they could have
bought out th iusui.ds of votes which
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the proper thing. We lead
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Willard, N. M., Feb. 2S. (SMM'lal)
The Catholic church of this place.
Kev. Father Kesset, priest in charge,
will arrange for the building of a
church at this place Immediately.
H. A. Hart, manager of the Telephone company, is contracting for a
large number of pine poles from the
mountains for use in construction
work. Mr. Hart and W. E. Berry are
In the mountains receiving the poles.
company,
The Continental
Oil
through
Its
representative , Wm.
Stone, has selected the file for Its
storage warehouse near tho old Santa
Fe depot south of town. The location of their distributing warehouse
at this point is a gain to the town.
D. Means and Karl Carver of Union
City. Okla., arrived in Willard
last
week with several cars of farm and
household goods. The gentlemen have
settled on claims in this vicinity.
Libera to Otero has received the
appointment of Justice of the peace
of this precinct from the county commissioners.
The Willard Record with Its ninth
number, shows the growth of the
town and community. The paper has
grown to a six column six page paper, all home print and has a line
display of advertising. Eugene Forbes,
the enterprising editor and owner, is
one of the substantial business men
of the town and the paper is doing
some line boosting for the community.
The publication deserves support am) more than It is getting.
1.. Smith ami Scott Wolfe have
formed a partnership and will continue tht. real estate buslines of Mr.
Smith.
Township four, range seven north,
e
A handsome
costume in
of Mountainuir, In now surveyed and tauip
velvet lias a deep waistcoat of
Captain Wm. Stover, examiner of surveys for the United States land office, apricot cloth heavily embroidered In
soutache matching the gray velvet.
is inspecting and will doubtless approve, the survey this week. The laud One large smoked pearl button in
the only visible fiustenlng.
Tho funwhich Is nearly all taken up by settler.! w ill now be ujh n for them to nel Hleeves are of the velvet and embroidered cloth, and are half length.
place their tilings.
The accompanying hat i
in deep
gray velvet, with three
Immense
I tOUti II DRY.
in tones of ecru and apricot.
Do you know what thlw means? If
not ask our drivers to explain It to
you.
NOTU'i: IXJIt PL'm.KWTION.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY COMPANY.
Department of the interior,
United
Oflice.
Stale

(r m 117 a HI A

pro-'iin-

0CCO0OOO0OC3O

First Rational
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

United States
Depository

,

Capital and
Surplus

$250,000

ooooooooooooooo
.....
HfiTn
F'
t
L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
V

T)PT TAUT

worn

a

FLO UP, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

two-piec-

AN
INHERITANCE

San til IV. N. M., Feb. 8. 190S.
N'o'iee in hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of hU intention to make final
pro. .f in support of his claim under
.rtii.ii Irt and 17 of the act of March
:i. lS'.il (HO Stats., 154), as amended
21,
by the act of February
1893
(1:7 Stats., 470), and that said proof
will b,-- ma le before J. M. I. una. Pro-b'.'ik, at Los l,utiu, N". M on
March 17. l'.n). viz: Mariana Chavez
I.. i it. ro, f ir the Small Holding Tract
No. 2TM7, In Sec. 36, Township 7 S'.,

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkola Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

J. D. Eakin, President
G. Gloml, Vice President.

Chaa. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

--

OF DISEASE AND SUFFERING
No truth is in .re louiMy manil'esteil in physical hie than the old sayiti;:
" like lc:.:ets Ilk-- ;" fur just as the offspring of
ancestry are Iikssci.
with tcr.o, rii.li lo oil, insitjiiijj health anil strength, si the children of l.lnoi.
t tinted ; it cnl.a
inherit a polluted circulation to burden thi ir existence
with tli.sia e and K'llTvrinff. Swollen glands about the neck, brittle bones,
weak eye, J aie, waxy complexions, tunning smts and ulcers and jrncr..l
poor l.e.t'.th. ar- - the usual wavs in which Si rofula
inar, ifcstt d. In mhiu
..I
i
so ril ltd with the scrofulous germs and tubercular r.!;.'.'c
the
tii.it f i i b'.vtli lif is made riisctablc with suflioin
Others who inherit
in holding the trouble in check during young, via on ;:.
the diii.t a;
i e, bat
when thi system has begun to weaken and lose iu natural Mt.ihty,
a:i especially after a spell of sickness, the ravage.-- , of the disease will comS. S. S. is the
mence, and in a great many cases terminate in Consumption.
vet y best treatment for Scrofula.
It renovates the intirc circulation at:r!
drives out the scroldloiiS and tttbercnlat
(It posits.
Wfc
jrtTH
S. S. h. - t.ie cnatcst ! all l.o..:
et
Sj
1'Ui ilii rs, and it not or.lv t ots to the
v"j3 v-lsittoui of the trouble o:;d it moves the cam.t
J
ami cures the dw;isi.-- but it supplies tin
Jfy."'
weak, anaemic" blood with the luaUhii:
PUtiLL I V LuETAuLC. properties it is in need of. S. S. S. is ni.i.'.i
entirely of healing, ch ins:ug roots, lictl"
and baiks, :tt is an absolutely safe remedy for young or old. Hook on
the blood a".d anv itiedi.'.d nrl vice about Scrofula t'i.vii free of charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,
.
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otherwise were lost. In New York
City ami Brooklyn the Tammany and CATHOLICS WILL BUILD
McCarren machines put their knives
Into him up to the hilt. Every DemCHURCH AT WILLARO
ocrat on the ticket was elected except Hearst, and he was defeated by

d

ts

too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to them then throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is behind them, and they have the
time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to
the very last line."
These are the sentiments i of one of Albuquerque's largest merchants. Think it over and
decide if it is true.!

COOPER REMEDIES

1

lel

well as one placed in a morning paper. The
reason is obvious: In the morning people are

are the authorized agents in Albuquerque

We

Minister Wu and Ambassador
Jakahlra Battle for United
States Favor.

A

" I figure that an advertisement placed in an
evening paper will be read at least four times as

I
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He names the following witnese
prove his continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty years
rox: preceding the survey of the
tnwNsh.p. viz:
t in:la la O'ero, Ouillermo firo-ii.- i,
to

i;--

nar

Successors to
KAKIX, uml ltAt'HIX'III & GIO.MI
WHOLE BALK OKALKRB IN
&

a-

,

Itanu-

MIOLIM

Aragou y Carcia. lier.
Ani.e-no Sedillo, all of Peralta, X. M.

1.

Any person who d"sires to protest
iKilnst the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial
under the laws and regulations of
tinInterior Iwp.'irtment why such
pr if should not tie allowed will be
above-n.- .
g wn an opportunity at the
e
ri..i,i-time and place to
rhe witnesses of sail claim-in- t.
an i to offer evidence in rebuttal
..f that submitted by claimant.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

iptvott fastidious barttoek plotoatIt
rnvtrythlog In

to
com

taw

Have Ixvn himIiiUnI exclusive agents In tluj. Southwest for Jim. S.
Sclilitz. Win. I'inp ami SU liOiiU A. It. '. lircuerU'Mt YelleMtoiic,
;rrn lllver, W. II. Mo llmyer's IVilar ltrook, Ivouls Hunter, T. J
Monurcli, null other briiiuLs of whiskies tixi numerous to mention.
VK AKR XOT COM PO I'M)
Hut sell the straight article s received from, the best Wineries
lnstlllerics and Breweries In the United Slates. Call and inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated. Catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealers only.
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cross-examin-
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MANL'llf,

H. OTKIiO,

RegiaUr.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

-

1lACK IXHU.

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

ritfi)v. irrtniAuv

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AND REST
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

No difference what has brought you to New Mexico
health, recreation,
port or observation you will l!ke The Valley Haneh, at I'rcos, N. M. Everybody does, ami the reasons Is obvious.
There you find typical ranch life
with the privations cut ou.
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
shoot, fish, trap, or Just simply loaf, and no one will bother you.
They
have everything you could need on such on outing, from cattle and
easy
your
to
disposal.
chairs, and all nt
Most picturesque scenery,
beautiful roads and paths, bear or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
cabins or houses, fine board and last and best of all, a Jolly good crowd

By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

year by mall In iMlranre
month by mall
(Im moot.li by carrier within city limit

$5.00
60
0

Kntra

sjusde

an

Act of

nwond-rla-

matter at the

ft

Con'

.

TBI

roslofflce1 of Albaqtierqnc, N. M.,

ALBCQrKHQrK

In New Mcilco and tlie best al- -

Park's Strain

The leading Republican tlnlly and weekly newspaper of the Somhwewt.
The tulvncate of Itrpubllcun principle and tho "Square Peal."

Hargcr

Service.

f

Way and tne Keu

1

Nebraska, man says the only way to cure a woman of borrowing from
is to move her away out west on the frontier, where she would
have to walk five miles before she found a neighbor, and the neighbor
That sounds all right
wouldn't have what she wanted when she got there.
in Nebraska but when the woman got out west anywhere in this section, she
would find more neighbors on every J60 acres than she counted on and
what is more to the point, they are the kind of people oiit. doesn't mind
neighboring with.
A

her neighbors

"

!

REPAIRS
FINE NE W STOCK

Sampson

&

AUUQUr.kQIE,

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW METUCCr

The te.--t thing t.i make the war nod sit up and take notice is the
It has not
announcement that young Maxim has Invented a noiseless gun.
been manv years ago since the smokeless gun was sprung on tlie coniidlng
public and a few thousand soldiers here and there were quietly and peace,
fully shot down because they couldn't tlnd any smoke at which to shuot Lack
Hut now it is likely that the next war will see soldiers "hot down and
some of them will possibly be (lead several minutes before they know it b
cause nutuixlly tiny will be waiting tor the report of the gun that did 'lie
business.
The
Time have eliaimeil in the irun business as in everything ise.
Pilgrim fathers tl 1.1 not like to shoot but they would shoot now and then
They used an old muzzle loading gun with a
when occasion demanded.
barrel that got biswr toward the end until It spread out much like the tall
of a turkey gobbler when some one "riles" him up. Those "Id guns could
be loaded with anything from nails to buck shot and they were just about as
dangerous at one end us at the other.
Hut they made a big noise and they would scare a New lit, gland Indian
That was why they were
into the next county whether they hit him or not.
o popular at the time.
Then someone Invented Hie old long barrelled squirrel rille which would
RnulT a candle at a hundred yards and which was pure and unadulterated
That old
death when one of those old back woodsmen pulled the trigger.
squirrel r. lie muzzle loader and all Is still In use in some localities and It
still shoot with the same old wicked accuracy.
It shot
During the Civi w ar, the old musket was the popular gun.
In fact, when a scrap was on, the
about as hard behind as It did in front.
soldier could not tell whether he had fired the gun or not unless it kicked
him into the rear rank.
There was never any doubt about whether Or not
the gun had exploded, because it kicked liked a locoed steer and it took a
good man to handle It.
It was about the end of the war that they began t use guns that opened
At the breecii and did not kick an hard as the old musket.
war came on, the soldiers went
Then when the late Spanish-America- n
to the front with the old Sprii)gfle)iJ, which wus also somewhat of a kicker
after it had been tired a few times, but which hurled a, slut; of lead that
would knock a hole through a bilvK wall.
""
It was a good old gun In lu day, although It left many a bruised and
where ihe butt had rested.
blackened shoulder to
Then came the more modern, long range rifles which are in use tpday
tho Krag and the Mauser,
if it is practicable
Hut here we are face to face With a noiseless gun.
it will revolutionise the art of warfare.
Th next thing we may expect I a powderless gun with a painless bullet
which will maks warfare a real pleasure, and the soldier In that event won't
mind a heroic death on the battlefield quite so much as under present conditions, which he Is likely to be shot down without even knowing who did
the job.

F. S. Hopping
J2I

M.

Hear

1

limped eyes smiled into mine.
Oh, ethereal realms of bliss!
he coyly took my hand ',t hers.
And asked me for a kiss.

I

H'-i-

Plensed by my prompt compliance.
She knelt without delay,
"Will you be mine'.''' she whispered,
1
shouted. "I should say!"

I

roused 111 forebodings.
With Sinister memories teeming
woke .with w ife's voice In mv ear
"Why John, what are you dreaming?"
voice

IS

Now .Mexico's

Acro-li-

c.

I

Washington

dispatch states that
legislation will he at
tempted during the present session.
i ml
the members of the hou.se are
whlllngf their time sway at their favorite pastimes of checkers and solv
ing puzzles."
Kor their spare moments New Mex- co would be pleased to submit the
following little anagram for solution.
It can be read forward,
backward
lown, up, or crosswise as preferred
in fome twenty different ways:
H T A T K II O II P
A

no important

j
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St. I.OH
Louis, Feb.
sr..

liiils

St. Louis,
nal, J4.S0.

00

-- Wool

SH-ltc- r

Feb.

Miirkrl.

i

I1KT.VAA

Wholesale and Retail

.

.

The grand and petit Juries for the
March term of the Hernalillo county
district court will be drawn tomorrow

PHONE 251

Court opens the second
ev York. Stock.
The term promAtchison
tin1
one as sev-ei:)
Preferred
murder trials are on the docket. New
York Central
HI
county
There are ten prisoners In the
l'elins) Ivania
112'
Jail awaiting the action of the grand Southern Pacific
S?i
jury. The I'nited States court term I'lilon 1'acille
113interesting
also promises to
t mi
Preferred
7X'jj
one, on account of several important Amalgamated
Z
Copper
'fc
jrases on th docket.
l'SH
:
.
.
.Preferred
92 V
Wll.l. tiirr THE INCItEASE.
t'liieiliio l.lestoek.
Washington, Feb. lis. The House
Chicago. Feb. Js. Cuttle receipts,
today adopted a special rule, reslor
2.1(10.
$;l.'.HIlr
Market steady.
ing to the army appropriation bill a
provision for increased pay for the fi lm; cows and heifers $ SO if 1.1I0:
Texans $3.7.1 ri 4.75; calves $.1.21''ill
enlisted men and
7.21: w estern $4 Oil fi 4.7.1 ;
stockera
officers of the army.
and feeders $2.7.1df 4 !H.
Sheep receipts lu. nun.
Market
u.Ht gi i .koi i:
weak. 'Westerns $3.31111 5.10; yearlings
"(i
$5.iiii
B.2.1; lambs $ l.tm 'q 6. Sf, ; w est-- l
Hy .1. a. Wood ).
$1.1111
K.flfl.
is
AlbUiiUetqvio, bright gem of the Hi
Jrande valley,
Kane's Cily Livestock.
On the banks of the river fast rollKa as Ci'y. Feb. 2S. Cattle
ing along,
pis
Market s'cady. Southern
Thou wilt, like some fair and be- steers $ 4. on ii 5. 25 ; southern
cows
witching young maiden
$2.MHii 4. on:
ami
feeders
stockera
liecoine noted in poetry and fam- $3.4n'.i 4 n, bulls $3.2.1114.50 calve
ous in song. ... $3.5ll(q 6. .10, western steers
$4.25'
5.10; western cows $3HO'q4..'
t
!la! Dearly 1 love he warmth of thy
2.000.
Sheep receipts
Mai ket
sunshine,
steady. Millions $4.501i 5.31;
lambs
Smiling so cheerily from heavens $11.21 1 li. HI rang' wethers $.1.0 0 li
so blue,
fe,
5.00.
ewes
.2i;
$l.4ftih
Ever filling the heart with love and
true friendship.
Till: HYI'XOTIST
Making pleasant the home for no1
Allen, the hypnotist and
Pro!' ,.
and for you.
mind reader, assisted by V. C. Davis,
who appear at the hllks' opera house
Then, ever, speak a good woid for Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday of
grand Albuquerque,
next week, will given an exhibition
Sound her just praises wherever of miiiil reading on Monday afternoon
you go,
at 3 11 at ihe corner of Central ami
The brightest of gems in the Uio Second, in front of Matson's book
(Iraude valley
Mr. Havis will be placed in
New a hypnotic
And queen of all cities 111
trance and given charge of
Mexico.
a tallybii hitched
to
four olack
horses. lie will follow the course
Grippe i sweeping the country. previously covered by the committee,
Stop it with Preven tics, before it gets ' and 'immediately
performing
after
deeply seated. To check early colds this teal he will play blindfold
with these little Candy Cold Cure ball. i in Monday evening at Ihe
Tablets Is surely sensible and safe. opera house Prof. Allen will cn-- ;
no
Preventics contain no iiuinine.
in keep you laugl.li g from the
ixa'ive, nothing harsh or sickening. tone the urtaiii rises mini i. falls.
Pneumonia would ne.er appear if
- li n i and
A
eirly colls were piomptly broken.
IC. s
air of new
Also good for feverish children. Large will improv
III
b .kl ef your sliues
box, S tablets, 25 cents. Vest pocket w Hide! fully
We
in sell yiiii the
all dealers.
boxes i cents. So'd
best polisher on the market in black.
well as tin t ongest
tan or w hiti
Are you looking for mmrrfllnK? Re- Ik.
rcet'i.ed or linen. C.
member the want rolurnns of The May- in
e. Ill I We
Kvening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talks to the people and
tliry talk to you
For lilicuinatie SuffercrM.
n
The quick relief from pain afforded
.In M rceehcil. a now lot or malting,
by
applying
Chamberlain's I'ain Halm
art kiiare anil rngx. l utrelle
makes it a favorite with sufferer
Co.
from rheumatism,
sciatica.
lame
light back, lumbago, and deep seated and
Fiilt SALK Furniture for
housekeeping, cheap HOT
South muscular pains. For sale by all
Hroadway.
druggists.
g

'
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cepl the Ulo
in Santa Ke yesterday
edless to say the I.amy branch got m about an hour
inta Fe Central oil the honor, of the
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II raid has an awfully unpleasant way of telling the
pla iiiiv in. tic. i,s "Some men are born treat an
he .ew spa pel's they m Vol' heip support."

An old so! Her in Clcv

aid.

and then I'm
only win re be don't km
Now

l.eid. illio. star d to
-am fiil- - misi I a bly to
i

death

The nieane.-- t man Im-.- not l.e in Kansas any more,
r
New Jersey the o'ller day when he handed a
I li s Inide after
au a in iM i.i'4e fie and
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are

at t he s' t of a i i
originn :;na with M. I. Stauuii.
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No is the
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pu! your lai'li in the Lord and your money in Albu-ll.itwill pay big dividends any old day in the year.

The F.staticia News hasn't said anything saucy about The Citizen for
The News is on Its good behavior.
three months.

h

i
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IN TOUR HOME.

Shoe Co.

Simpier-Clar- k

HAVE AN UP TO DATE STOCK OF
SHOES : NONE BETTER IN THE CITY

ALL KINDS

ALL PRICES

TRY THEM

Per ton of 2,C00 pounds

QC04K)K040tO0004K
Coke
Mill Wood
Mountain Wood
Cedar and Pine
Sawed to any length

r

a

The MONTEZUMA GROCERY Co.
COPPER A NO THIRD
Complete Line of Groceries.

Direct Importers of Italian

Goods, LucLit Olive Oil, Macaroni, lite.

The Montezuma Saloon

SAVES
YOU
MONEY

Fine Imported and Domestic Wines and Liquors. l'".iniily
Trade Solicited. Phone Orders Promptly rilled.

J LORENZO GRADI, Prop.

PHONE 1029

WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT

Q

THE BAR OF COMMERCE

ba-e-

--

her cash.

is a '.iltle
d lV

'

TELEPHONE

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE

GALLUP LUMP COAL g

;

going to remain In tile insane asylum for lib- remainder of
I'.
Tha
if he were onlv some poor, penniless cuss. It would not be so bad
hb if.'
nitif he were only
mid have a good
ha. plenty of money and
but

ita.ei.K,i'

The

BEST
AA PA

A

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ders.

-

That Is a goo meeting planned by Alhuquerqucans for Sunday nigh, to
Something should be
discuss the question of th- - Albuquerque bad hoy.
or we may nave 10 pay uuihiwimi
done at once to take cure of our bad
Every bad boy saved
faxes later to build an addition to the penitentiary.
citi- from the errors of his way is the making of one more good ami
sen ami emptying jul one prison cell lu the future.

late, which

TOU NEED

We are now fully
equipped for business
and solicit your or-

al

telephone
preserve
The
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your home.

'

ird

afternoon.

Monday in March.
ises to be an Interi-stin-

The telephone makes tho
duties lighter, the cares leas
and the worries fewer.

First and Marble

S9r,i.

CO.

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

Convenience - Comfort - Security

President.

Clileayo l.'ctsluee Market.
Wheat May 874 4,97; July 92.
May
Corn
July
Oats May f. 3 4 i ; July 43
Fork May Sll.TSVa; July $11.H5
May $7.5.1; July $7.7.1.
It.bs May $ti..1j; July $6. S.I.

GRANDE LUMBhH

Phone 8.

j. t. Mclaughlin,

1

61;

RIO

Co.

'

New York .Money Market.
New York, Feb. 2N. Prime mercantile paper
Vi'''t5U.; money
cm
call easy
f.i J per cent.

WILL DRAW JURORS

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located in the best body of
timber in New Slexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just aa cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.

Aztec
Fuel

Her nomi-

1

GIVE US A CHANCE

the

steady;

silver 55'ic.

Quality the Best

Mcintosh hardware go.

'

1

Iran, s writ

Prices the Lowest

1

trfi.le exThe committee collecting funds to take the band along on athe
There are whole lot of
cursion has nearly the necessary amount on hand.
things demanding your money and your time. Mr. Husines Man, lott you will
never invest a dollar better than in putting up to lake a good band on a
Every little bit helps
cause.
good trade trip among good people for a g
and you should do your share to help make Creater Albuquerque.

All

We especially desire to call your attention to our large line of Walking
and Sulky Plows, Scotch, Steel and Disc Harrows, Cultivators; Hay
Presses, the Improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, especially
adapted for Alfalfa Fields. Siudchdher Wagons the only kind
worth buying or having. REPAIRS: We cany a complete stock
of
repairs for our line or goods.
Write for Trices and Descriptive Catalogues.

;

,

DEALERS:

i

Market.

JS.Sp,

Implements

Largest and Mot Complete Line Ever Shown in This City

New York Metal Market.
New York, Feb.
US.
l.e'ad quiet
$3. (ifi 'it '3.7:i; lake copper
2 i !r 12

10

O U II E T A T T
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Kort

f surveyor on Hare!
Itridgr- - Work Will llulld
Newer.

1 ne
I, emu lit cinintv cninmi.iiit
era held a special session this morn
ing to hear a report from the county
surveyor on work being done at the
Harehts bridge. The commissioners
have ordered a canal built to change
the channel of the river from the
west bank to die east. This clrannel
Is about completed. It Is now discov
ered that more work Is needed on the
river bank north of the west approach
or the bridge, and this won ordered.
The commissioners also ordered the
prooate clerk to advertise for bids
for the construction of a sewer hail
ing from the county jail and courthouse to the river. Tlie county sur- veyur l.s to make a survey of the route
at once. Specifications for the sewer
will be drawn up Immediately.
At present the sewage from the jail
is carried off In an open ditch.

SI.

)

(

Farming

I

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
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STRONG BLOCK

MEET IN SPECIAL SESSION

Wraithlikp she stood before me,
knew not whence she came.
This glorious, beauteous maiden.
Her voice with love aflame.

My

SOUTH SZCOND

DOOOCKD0O000000

CORNER

in

20 per cent Discount on atl Fine Furniture

s

wanted
oil
a ....nolo of
uiio. vou could get all the homestead
Now relinquishments are selling
without walking the distance of Kstancia.
That's pretty easy money for
for as high as three thousand dollars each.
Tim Citizen, however, believes that the wise
homesteading only two years
man is the one who refum to relinquish and stay on liis land a few years
It will then be. worth several fines three thousand dollars besides
loneer

r

por-ela-

.

The Rocky Mountain News of recent date contains a cleverly written
etory with appropriate illustrations on the opening of the Ijeasburg dam and
The story
the National Irrigation congress which will meet here this fall.
Is Jrom the versatile pen of Col. it. E. Twitchell, secretary of tho board of
Ancontrol, and i8 good advertising for New Mexico and the big congress.
other interesting article on the Irrigation congress, appears in a recent
The Colonel is still tu the boosting business.
ditlon of the El Pa.-- o Herald.

the improvement,

THE CUB'S

N.

roil AMTMN EMl:HT!NIN-J- .
your table service perfect or anywhere near perfection?
us suggest that we can supply all deficiencies In the way of c if MOt let
hina
.ui.l glassware at prices that wouldn't make sour the visa'g,. of
anyone even if he or she were looking for trouble.

Is

-

m

'I

rvsj

v

i

SALE OR RFNT

12th and Mountain Road

WK GET THE NEWS FIKST."

Ccl

1

Bicycles

y

$2.00 pgr 13; $12 per 100

TIM

SFfte

Bred-to-la-

Barred Plymouth Rocks
Wyckoff 's Strain Brcd to Lay
Single Comb White Leghorns

CITTZKN IS:

AI.1BCQCTERQVE CITIZEN HAS:
Tlie finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latent report by Associated Trem and Auxiliary New

'

9ooooooocoooo

Eggs for Hatching

of March 3, 1879.

Th only Illustrated dally nrwepaprr
wttslng medium of the Southwest.

. i

ladles and gentlemen.
AM) YOU CAVT SIT.M MOKE THAN NINE DOIXAHS A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The Citizen office, or address Valley
Ranch, Pecos, N. M.

KCBSCIUPTION IIATKS
On

etc.

rs

MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT

F.
STRONG
r
furniture:, rugs,

1

rot r..r

29. vmh.

Largest and Oldest Place in the City.

J. P. MORELLl

Finest Domestic and Imported

Ladies' Tailor

LIQUORS AND CIGARS

622 West TIJeras Ave.

Family Trade Solicited. Telephone 1036
and goods will be delivered at once

l

Kodol is a scientific preparation of
vegetable acids with natural dlgett-ant- s
and contains the same Juices
found in a healthy stomach. Each
3.000
dose will digest more than
grains of good food. Sold by J. II.
O'RIelly Co.
Kubscrlhu
the news.

for Ttie

nuwu ana

t

gel

THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All Nw Tables, and First Oasj Trfatmnt

CRADI & G7ANNINI, Propss
100 South First Street

J

IKIDAY.

KIIISIUAUY

ISC 3.

WILL

L

Sectional Book Cases
We

A

citizen.

ATJ;i:(;i-Ki:gi-

EXHIBITS

ooooooooooooo coooooooooooo

ke

,

-- Big

Soap Exhibit.

The Santa FY Central Railway
company has notified the board of
control of tne Sixucith National Irrigation congress and the Inter-Stat- e
Industrial exposition that it will make
no charge for the transportation of
all exhibits from points on its line.
The company during the congress and
exposition, will also run. daily trains
by W'illard, Est and a and Moriurty.
Very cheap excursion rates will be
announced In due course. Close connection with nil Hock Island "id El
Paso & Southwestern trains will be
made daily at Torrance, and with all
Santa Fe trains at Kennedy and at
Its connection on tite Helen cut-ofThe company wiil also later on offer a very handsome trophy for com.
petition at the exposition.
Hig Soap Kxlilhlt
The Mexican Amole, Soap eoi.npsny,
In addition to the he.tulifui trophy
"hich It has already offere. for the
best collective. late exhibit if fruits
of nil kindt?, has notified the board
of control that it desires space for
an extensive individual exhibit of all
the products of the company and that
it will distribute a special souvenir
at the congress ami exposition.
Another Hig Cash
The Western Meat company of
notified Col. Hopewell,
chairman of the board of control,
ye'lerday that the company would
offer as a cash prize for the best car
load of beef sioer.s, not less than
twenty-five- ,
and not less thai two
entries competing, the sum of $100 In
gold coin.
The very generous offer of the
exmeat company will be thor.-nghlploited arr.ong the cattlemen of New
Mexico
and adjoining states. The
board of control expects within a few
days to secure many ho rid reds of dollars in prizes and trophies for the
great livestock feature of the exposition. It is expected that visiting delegates and others will witness an exhibit of livestock never equalled nt
any livestock show Avest of Kansas

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.
ooooooooooooo oooooooocooou
REASONS WHY

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
Of New Mexico and Arizona
It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to promote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the mo.st exacting ever enacted.
(Sec'y and Gen. M?r

President.

WE FILL
At.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS
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Conslateat
Prices
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NEXT
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WALKING

THEFTS

AVE-

BAKK

OF

j

j

CQKMERCL.

BOYS CONFESS TO
BICYCLE

WEST RAILROAD

RACE
GREAT

CI;?.

AROUSES
ENTHUSIASM

REPORTS HEAVY SNOW
IN

Xtt'il of Juvenile Vouil Muilo Apparent ly AnvM of Youthful

.

l

no more.

AT

BOXING

CRYSTAL TONIGHT

laughable burlesque boxing
match of several rounds, with timekeepers and all complete, will take
place upon the stage at the Crystal
tonight, us on.- of the big features of
bout
amateur night. The would-b- e
will take place between one Mike
Mlckles, who is pleased to call h!in-ethe "Italian kid," and one C.
Howls, an American kid.
Davidson
and Havens, buglers of Co. u., N. M.
X. ;.. In uniform, will render the
rails of the service, which .should be
found entertaining and Instructive to
everyone. Another number or two Is
being arrange, f r to complete the
enjoyable moving
program.
I'aris,"
plctur-s-"Tiof
oiiis
'Palmistry" and
by the
'A Tiagic Moment." are ai.s.i to be
wiii add a
shown. Joe It.
songs.
eoupie if catchy
on Ne'lle's
Littb- l'.itd
'The S.ij,
ijood-bye."
Hat" and "Little i hi.
operator at the
Mr Cook, 'la- tie
Crystal, will put I'm ir-- bis best
to bring the moving pictures at
that place up to the highe.-- t standard
of excellence. No additional c.iurge
is made for tonight on account of It
being amateur night. Manager
desires his patrons to know
that they are getting something extra
for their money upon such occasions.
A very

lf

n-

"li-iw-

-

X

-

.

x

l

I'se DeWltfs Early Risers, pleasant ll'tle pills. They are easy to

take.

Dr. J. H. Kraft, the pedes! l n, will
not walk against time at Traction
park Sunday mortiing us reported,
but the race will be made Tuesday
morning. Under the terms of the
wager the doctor haj until Tuesday
to train.
The wager is that he can't do ten
laps on the Traction park track in
sixty minutes. The distance is five
miles. The doctor will have to make
seven feet four inches a second to
win. Two fast walkers went over the
course yesterday evening. and the
best the- faster of the two could do
was one lap in six minute. The
one made one lap in six ami a
half minutes.
Dr. Kraft is 'ak.ng practice
night .tii.l mornipg and
cmliilent
that he uill win the wauer. He did
one lap this morning m live minutes.
The stride according to the terms of
the wager is to be heel and loe. The
doctor used the Vale snide, which is
quite within the requirements. Judges
will be selected to determine whether
or not the. pedestrian exceeds a walk.
of conThe contest was the subj-rsiderable discussion to I iy as a result of Tile t.1
nniiouiicemciii
outof the contest jrslerday.
siders have made bets as to whether
or not the doughty doctor can do the
stunt. The walk is an extraordirmrly
hard one for a prson not leadir-- an
outdoor life.
I

Sold by J. II. OTliel'.y

Co.

RANGE

ec-o-

l

ia-n'- s

OR. CUTTER

Itio Arriba Ckxiuly Hesklents
l ine Slelgldng Since

Hare

i

RETURNS

TO THE SANTA

Ft

dis-cou-

Albuquerque
lln
ISecn Appolnlxl
Chief
.xurgt'ou of Sysiein.
It is said upon good authority that
Dr. J. H. Cutter, who recently gave
up the position of chief surgeon at
the local Santa Fe hospital to go to
Los Angeles to take charge of tae
detention hospital of the Los Angeles
street railways, has been appointed
assistant chief tnirgoou of the Santa
system. The position was held
W. Wing,
until ten days ago by Dt
Cuttei
of L.o.s Angeles, deceased. J
has a large number of fiends in
glad
to
hear
who wiU be
lis?
(if hi important appointment.

headquarters

will be in L"S Angeles.

INTERCOLLEGIATE

DEBATE

THE

Bennett Curio Co.

ALBERT FABER

SignIndian Store
oouuooocoooo
Look for our

-

TRADE SEWER
FOR

Is a Priceless
you should not allow youreyes
to be treated except bya competent optician or occulist. I
will tell you free just what
I can do for your eyes, and

WILL FINISH DAM

SYSTEM
CITY'S BONOS

BY NEXT WEEK

n.

GUARANTEE TO DO IT.

EXAMINATION FREE

I

Unn Club Has

s Aiigi'Jesi Company Will
if Ht Omiiot Sell Ncxx
lnMiiil IMU

limitol

There Is little doubt about Albuquerque having a nexv sewer system
if tlie people will vote for till- Issuance of $100,0110 foni-i- ' bonds, which
will lie proposed at the meeting of
the city council Monday night. If
the bonds cannot be sold fur money
they can be traded for the system.
A firm In Los Angeles has come forward with a proposition of that kind,
Tlie communication making the offer
h-- now in the hands of the city clerk.
A member of the council said yesterday that the building of the new
system as planned by City Engineer
Cladding xvill require- a year's time.
protesting
owaiers
The property
against the mini 11 Increase in the tax
levy that the bond Issue will necessitate must take Into consideration that
during the year this public work Is
going on there will be a constant expenditure In the city of a large sum
of money, which must be appreciated
by tho merchants.
It is conceded,
however, that the Issue will receive
an unanimous vote.
-

-

;xxl

Start

.

nftf fl West Central.
Bcoaoxcoooeo) ooooooooooooj

The xxork on the dam at tho Al
buquerque (!u club's shooting park
continues and will be finished by the
middle of next week. The water Is
now running In the acequia
which
xvill furnish water for the duck pond
and xxill be turned In on the dam as
soon us It Is finished.
The club has
purchased all the wild rice in the
seed houses at Denver. The rice is
now on. its way to Albuquerque, having been shipped several days ago.
Following are the men who have
paid for their membership earns:
Frank Ackerman, D. J. nankin, W.
L. Trimble, Simon
Ischloss.
Harry
Johnson, E. W. Fee, M. W. Flournoy.
N
T.
Wllkerson, Dr. C. H. Cams,
Uoss Merrltt, Dr. A. L. Itrnnson, Hoy
McDonald, Ike Graham, F. A. Hub-bel- l,
Dr. E. J. Alger, George Thoni:u,
Percy Hawley
The membership of tho dub will
be limited to thirty. F. A. llubbell
has given the club a live year lease
on the ground, mid promises to extend It beyond that time should nothing interfere.
The lake will cover
Inn acres of ground.

i"r

FJT

KT

Toxxard

MeinlH-rvliip- .

Deputy
United States MarshaJ
llogh, who returned to the city last
light from attending to official business i the northwt-sterpart of the
territory, said this morning that snow
from two to thirty-tiv- e
feet deep covered the Cumbers mountains on the SPRING WEATHER COMES
line betwea-Colorado and New MexI'AltllltrAVSkl'S .MlMKT.
ico.
He encountered six inches of
report
Music dealers
few
snow at Terra Amarilla and rode In
WITHOUT WARNING pieces for fhe piano have that
such a
a sleigh from that place to Chunia
steady and continuous sale as the
The people of Uio Arriba county have
little minuet which sprang Into lasthaving tine sleighing since- the
A baby rolling down
the front ing favor and fame contemporaneousltirst of December. It was very cold
y with Its composer. I'aderexvskl,
there but over in San Juan county xxalk of a residence.
sixteen years ago. Moreover, although
Three boys playing marbles
the w cut lo r was warm and the fu.r-i- i.
he rarely plays It in a concert, even
ins .!.- doing their spring work, alley.
A dog lazily baikiitg at a
at on as an encore t for he says he Is
plotting and preparing their orchards
deathly sick of It) the dealers say
the front porch.
and hei,1 to.- the season.
A sparroxx
gathering .straws for a that each time he returns to Amerdeica there Is a notably Increa-senest.
buying a hoc mand for the little piece. The story
An amateur
$65 NOW 8UYS BEST
if how It was written his often been
in a hardxvare store.
A woman with her head lied up in told but xvill bear retelling, illustratTYPEWRITER EVER MADE a bandanna sweeiiing the front poreh. ing as It does the xvonderful cleverraking ness ef the man xvho xx rote 1'.
A man in bis shirtsleeves
When l'adcrewskl xxns at the War--ax- v
tile back yard.
conservatory In the early eighties
Two tramps asleep in the sui- back
Th.it xx e live in a progressive agd Is
his clo" friend xxas Sw letochowFkl,
fittingly Illustrated by the tremen- of a vxliolesale house.
tbe jioct. who xxas a talented muslcnl
These things and the bright
dous improvements that have marked
indicate better than the ealh-e- r amateur and an ardent lover of Mothe advance of tbe typewriter. When
forecast that spring is approach-ine- . zart. They were talking one night
the viiiginal typewriter appeared, the
is aiiv better ueath- - about Moxurt and the poet said that
iiiol if llu-rmen
ho manufactured it advertised '
for "a lady w ho undestands music to t r. as bracing at i comfortable, any- - no modern musician could approach
operife a new invention." The Idea xx lo re in the world. Alhuquc rqucans his idol ext-i- In the merest trille.
It.
With I't di rexx ski shrugged his shoulders
wus that a kmvledge of "fingering" would like to hear about
uouUJ help to solxe the diftieuities ol snoxx storms and poods "back east," for reply.
in tin- - middle west the north
He visited the poet one day.
sat
operating the t pew riler. The orig- blix.ar-iinal typexxiitcr xxas of the "blind" tied up with zero weather and the dnxxn at the piano, and said: "I
variety, and this style of machint sou'h lodging toniadoe.N, Nexv Mexi- should like to play u little piece by
I don't believe
Mozart.
may occasionally be seen in use even cans have reason u be proud ot the your fric-xxealber in the Xoil kuox- it." He played the- minuet.
lioxv, but they are largely replaced by linost
Tbe hearer Wis enraptured and cried
the
and more practical "visible" 1'nlted States.
out: ".Vow w!I me. honestly, xtho can
machines, which have proven much
anything like that'"
more rapid. The change from "blind"
ramiiii
.
"Well.
to ".i.sible" marked a step in the BASEBALL SEASON
don't know." said
"I wron- - this minuet."
right Jireclioii, but the price remained at llini.ii't. The latest typewriter
OPENS SUNDAY
marks another step, and xthat the
MKS. AI.ONIO LIIK ATKINSON
future xxlll evolve remains to be seen,
xxas specially pleasing In 'Tne
"She
but as tlie case now standi, we have
Jealous Wife,' ihe runaway scene in
an ideal machine, combining all the
Albuqilerqu' New York, and the sketch of Damon
Tin baseball season
both visible and will be opened on Sunday by a game
modern features.
Pythias. She goes from coinic
durable, and sold at the reasonaulu hetreen players who xxill partly form andtragic with a degree of ease rarely
price of Itifi OO. No machine will ever the lirowns of 1H0H, and the KareUls noticeable. In elocutionists, so
It
again be sold for $100. 01, except to team Tile game wiil he for tile gate is difficult to decide In which that
is
she
such customers as have not seen the receipts. Hill Nye will be In the box
sf adapted."
Knnls News.
latest typewriter wonder. Even when for tie- Hrownies and (l Hannon will in
the other standard machines tiro of pitch for the
Tli
line.
lianlt
Women's house Khoeei, toe slippers,
fered at the same price, they xvill ops will be as follows:
strap
sandals and jullettes. neat lookI'm'-hiipurhardly appeal to prospective
J
xv i s
'
Li
base.
ing, easy on the foot, well wearing.
base;
chasers xt ho hate seen the truly won.
shortstop; Caldwell, third
Prices range from $1.10 to $2.2". C.
features of merit incorporated
Kai-- ,
first May's ,;hoe Store,
ii.iu. mi, center field;
1
West Central
A careful exin the J8.V00 marvel.
pitchtrase; Stevens, iefr field; Nye,
avenue.
xvill
$5"i.iji
Honf.-iidof
Hosier,
machine
the
amination
right field;
er;
readily convince anyone at all famil- catcher; inlin, sun.
o'ls.m-nni- i,
cat, her;
I ta reins- iar with typewriters that a nexv epoch
l'- rea.
has dawned, and the JlOti.Oo machine
pitcher; l'ena, first base; Gon- has passed to the realms of the "long
Hid
ba.se;
Saiazar. 'bird
ago.'
At this xvrit'ng it Is Impos- base; Alarld, shortstop;
Luna, left
sible to predict Just xx hat course the field. Nnrvlce. center field; De ll1,!'- Shoe Store
Repairs
other standard makers of typewritS.unloval.
suit.
sc. l,!ht field.
ers xxlll do, but It Is absolute'y cer105 North First
tain that no purchaser xvill ever again
I FI-.'Dill. Idol .t mot rnoco-I..VII'- ..
pay J 00. Oil for a typewriter.
We
WM.MIN'M llltlti SlOltll.
xxelcome
the advent of the JC.V00
typewriter and bd adieu forever to
; jocxxiocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxjoocx nijchi!!--Scientific
llOo.ini
the
American.
Let Us Show You the
What lo Do Wlien P.illouv
you
Tin- r'gh' thing to do when
feel bilious Is to take a dose of Cham"
berlsin's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
They will
the stomach and
Try
regulate the liver and bowel".
It. I'rlce. LTj cents. Samples free at
all druggists.
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The Home Restaurant
207 West Gold
Komn. Prompt. Courteous Service,
Music While You Hat, Number I Meals

Large,

Well-Lighte- d

6 to 9

Breakfast

25c
35c
35c

Breakfast
Dinner

12 to 2

Dinner

5:30 to 7:30
M.9S. M. F. MYSR8, Rroprlatres

Supper

Supper

The Oxford Hotel
North Second

114-11- 6

T1IL FINEST DINING ROOM AND BUFFET
IN THE CITY

Rates Reasonable

tx-e-

r.

M.
j

i

IWYER8

SONS, Proprietors

A

jCXXXXXXXXJOOOCXXXXXjCJOxXXjy:
ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCl-

d

gar-b-in--

AUTOMOBILE

1JKST MEALS
IN CITV

d--

Columbus Hotel

xx

i

XXXXXXXXXXXXDCXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

KKADY PAINT
Covers flUO Square lI'AUMETTO
KOOP PAINT
s
l ive Year.
Stops
DUVOIIS

1

.n lion

One

ls-ak-

I'mb-iew-ki-

and

llir

OO
$65
Albuquerque Typewriter

2 IB WEST
cxxxxycxxxrcyzcxxxyazcx

CENTRAL

Exchange

AVENUE

j

Watch This Space

Iiu-st-

and go to the

JAP-A-L.A-

CAsh BUYERS' UNIOft

408 Wttt Railroad Aventf

foi bargains in Shoes Dry Goods and

Don't Forget The
Till: OI.IHXT MII.Ij in
lu-i-

i

etc.

thi:

Clothing.

Mill

PLANING

ALBUQUERQUE

Speclii

t'IT

Htrift.

lot of men's udd coats
lot of men's odd vests
Men's tdioes, large niiCi

4!)3.

Telt-iilioii-

Heavy tin xvanh basins
3
package tlgn
Itanch eKt, dun
title tea, lb

Allen & Vickrey
Ay.

Consult

Phone 1515
I

CRYSTAL THEATRE
W. II.

.Mgr..

'Mils

BIG MOYING

12U

Ucsl

;dd

,

$1.60
75c
1.25
10c
o5e
30c
35c

122 North ioeond
VM. DOLOR, Prop.

Plumbing, Tinning and
Galvanized Iron Work

207', E. Central

1.

A
A

in imxoI of Manli. door, f ranirt
xxoik it Bpcelalty. 4

Miutli l'li- -

.

Best Typewriter on Earth

840.

Thos. F. Keleher

I

-

COMPANY

Automobile dally to points in
the Kstancla Valley. Special cara
to Oolden, San Pedro and other
points.
Automobiles for rent by ths
or hour In and about the city.
Parties holding; special round trip
tickets to Eatanela and return may
exchange them for hourly service
in the city or other points.
InFor further Information
quire at the General Ticket office
and gar a ire, 408 V. Copper ave.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone

un-shi-

officer.
Col. It. K. TvX itch-elchairman of the Judges, will anThe public
nounce their deei.-loshould encourage tho efforts of thee
schools to promote Interest in this
work in the territory.
e
Special musical numbers wiil
CAMHF.S.
KFI.K HOMI"
gAcn to add variety li the program. M'AIlO.Vh 1KI i STOIIE.
l,

S"'i

SIGHT
GOOD Possession,
and

P.MATTEUCCI

beThe attend. nice at ttotween tlie I'nix i tsity team and tile
Agricultural college team at tile Klks'
theater tonight promise to be lame,
as the public is taking a great deal of
interest In the contest.
"The Subsidy of the Merchant Marine" is one of tlie most vital questions before the Ameinan public today and too little U kno.x.i about it
by the average person
Hon. Thoina-- . N. Wilkcrsoti, president of the city council, xvill act

?8

109 North First St.

.

TONIGHT

AT THEATRE

nt

Parlor Furniture and Turkish
Rockers and Leather Chairs.
All new and
goods.

-

I

I'oi-iue- r

.

1

CUMBERS

Moi-iiiii-

'J hi- - need of a probation oftloer and
aome manner of punishment
for
Juvenile disturbers of the peace was
iever mora apparent than this morning when the police department took
bicycle
into cuntody four youthful
thieves. The boys runge from nine
age,
years
to fourteen
of
and the offences with which they are charged
would be punishable by Jail sentences
years of
were the boys twenty-on- e
age.
Iast AuKUft while he and hi family were in California, some one entered an ut house belonging to J.
S. Heaven, 327 North Fourth street,
and stole the front wheel of a bicycle.
Three weeks nro the back
wheel and the seat disappeared and
was
frame
Iiitfht before last, the
The bicycle xt.i a lady's
misled.
wheel. The polio- xxe'-- nidified to
look out for It.
Yesterday Chief Me.M itlln f ;i iv n
colored boy about 13 years old riding
a newly painted lady's xtheM on
North Third street.
Wher,. did you (ft that bicycle?"
asked tlie chief.
The explanation siven by ihe negro
was too lengthy to repeat.
He told
a long tale of now he lint each piece
from other boys by trading and told
with elaborateness for detail where
ach trade took place. A sweating
brought forth the truth. It was the
Heaven wheel, but the negro was not
alone in committing the theft. Another Itoy about the same age had a
hand in 1L The sweating of the nep-t- o
also divulged the secret of another
stolen wheel. Two boys were mixed
in the theft of it also.
They were- - given a fatherly talk by
the chief of poliee and tol.i to stM--

BURLESQUE

Kraft Wilt Have liMll l iiexlay
to Tin lii for
Contest .

T K OIU'.K a special cash
of 20 per cent on all

COME AND SEE US

lrl(

J. H. O'Rielly,

Joshua S. Raynolds,

Furniture

Store open from 9 to 12 a. m.
and from 2 to 5 p. m.

f.

YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

Upholstered

We are compelled to dispose of about 500
Navajo Rugs. We have laid out as many
as possible on the floor of our old store,
109 North First Street, and invite everybody to come and see them, as it is an
interesting and unusual display. If you
want one we won't argue about 'price, as
they positively must be sold by March 1,
regardless of selling price or cost.

SOLD AT FACTORY PRICES

See Our Window Display This Week

OF

Navajo Blankets

Dally Trains Will be Run and
Low Excursion Kate Made

Full Line of Other Office Furniture

SPECIAL SALE

FORCED SALE OF

FREE

OE CHARGE

have both the Gunn and
make, the best that's made
Globe-Wernic-

L

PAGE FIVE

'

a

Reliable

Full Het of Twth
ruiuuj;

t.oici
Gold

Dentist

iVo.iOQ

Orowiia
Paliilem Rx tret-tin-

Ve--

PICTURE SHOW

AM.

WbltK AllSOl.1 IKl.
axti-:rj-

t.rut- -

10c
Ladies' souvenir matinees Tuesday!
and Fridays; Ch.ldren't toy matlnse
every Saturday; complete change of
program Thursday;
grand amateur
c,rtilval Friday night.
A few
choke front tcaU, ?0c; no
ram

m

price.

.

Hits COPP anj I'FTTTIT.
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Walter.Wellman Says Foes of
Administration Fall to
Their Claims.
Sub-stantla-

(From

Hecord-Heral-

of Fell.

d

te

16.

By Walter Wellman.)
Washington, Feb. 15. No great Is
n
the probability of Judge Tafts
for president by the Chicago
convention that we are almost, if
not quite. Justified In regarding It a
foregone conclusion. There Is also
a great probability that the nomination will be made on the first ballot.
The tine element of serious doubt as
to the outcome lies In the possibility
of an upheaval for 'President Hoikse-ve- lt
for a second elective term.
Fairly full and accurate Information as to the political situation in all
parts of the country, secured during
my recent western tour and since returning to Washington, strengthens
the belief formed two months ago
to win, but trmt If Tafl
that Taft
Is not nominated the
for any rea-president will be. Ignoring for the
present the latter as one of those
vague potttiblliMes which It Is Impossible to m erasure, the situation aj It
has developed and as It Is rapidly developing along certain lines, point
unmistakably to the nomination of
Judge Taft.
That there Is opposition to Taft
And to the president we all know. I
have made diligent Inquiries as to
the facts which led the opponents of
the leading candidates to believe he
can be beaten, and the result Is not
reassuring
from their standpoint.
Their claims do not stand scrutiny.
Their generalizations are strong but
their details are weak. When we
come down to the practical question
of votes which are to defeat Taft
these opponents cannot make a satisfactory showing. It is not my business to boom anyone for president. I
am not doing so. It is my business
to ascertain the facts the best I can
and give them to my readers, no matter what sort of outcome they may
indicate. When I ask the men who
re opposing Taft for a statement In
detail of the base of their hope that
Taft can be beaten, they reply: "It
Is too early to give figures."
But In my Judgment It la not too
early for figures. Public sentiment
and political action have already
gone so far that In a great part of
the country we know how the votes
are to be aligned almost as well as
or two
we shall know a month
Is
mouths hence. President-makin- g
our great national .tame, and every
four years we all delight to take a
hand In it. We read with avidity all
news that tends to foreshadow the
outcome. Having pretty good opportunities to- - learn what Is going on In
the country, I give the readers of the
Ilee'ird-Heral- d
a summary of most
.trustworthy Information gathered up
to this time.
Taft Stands Alone
For a clear understanding of the
situation as It Is seen today, let us
look at the country geographically.
We have certain well defined political
areas.
.
1.
New England, six states, with
8! votes in the Kepuolican national
convention.
2. The states with "favorite aons,"
five In number (New York, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin), with 256 votes in the convention.
3. The south, or states almost certainly Democratic at the election
(omitting Maryland and Missouri),
twelve In number, with 266 votes in
the convention.
4.
The remainder of the north,
west and coast states and the terristales in all. intories, twenty-thre- e
cluding Maryland and Missouri, with
3SX voles In the convention.
Total number of .states, 4fi; total
number of votes In the convention,
192; necessary to nominate, 497.
Now, It Is a remarkable fact that
In nil this great nweep of country
classified under the fourth clause,
only one candidate pppears to have
any considerable sin ngth. lie Is
Taft. the one aspirant whose following up to this time lias assume a
truly nationul aspect.
nomi-natki-

1

n

I

West Virginia
Ohio
Michigan
Minnesota
North Dakota
South Dakota
Iowa
Nebraska

16

16

H

14

2"

24
20

'6

22

Cured of Colds and Croup by
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.

8

s

Missouri

Kaioas
Oklahoma
Colorado
Wyoming

ftnh

1

"'i

'O

2')
14
10

20
10
10

Total
The

6

6
6
2D
8

Montana
Nevada
California
Oregon
Washington
Idaho
Territories

m

16
8

10

10
6
2tt

2t

388

364

6

friends of Judge
Tuft believe he will get every vote
from the states and territories named
in the foregoing list, or 388 In all
Hut we shall surely be within reason
if we assume that on the first ballot
this great national belt of Republican
or probably or possibly Kepuulicun
states, gives him 30 votes. He would
still need aoout 150 for the nomination. Where are these votes to come
from ?
New England It Is now pretty well
undlerstood will for the most part of
the convention be unlnstrucled and
unpledged. Hut this does not necessarily mean anti-Taf- t.
From all accounts the Taft sentiment Is stronger
in New England than sentiment for
any other cadldate. llwl of the political leaders are either hostile or
neutral. Nevertheless Taft Is already
assured of some voles from New
Kngland. and it Is believed will gain
more before the convention meets.
Now it Is well known that much
of the south Is
more than
for Taft. In fact, he Is to have near,
ly all of it. Florida, South Carolina,
North Carolina, the greater part of
(ieorgla and Alabama, all of TennesMississippi
and
see nod Virginia.
Texas and Arkansas ure for Taft.
There
Kentucky is Tor Fairbanks.
many contesting delegates
will !
from the south. Some one Is furnishing money for use among the old
crowd of colored politicians, and a
large number of these gentry will be
at Chicago demanding seats on the
warrant of hump convention. Probably the national committee will
make short shift of them and the
convention will siiM.iin the commitMoth the committee
tee.
and the
pro- convention are
Taft.
On lir-- t Ballot
We are therefore Justified In assuming that on the first roll call fully
delegates
200 of the 268 southern
will vote for Taft. If only one-haof them do o u second ballot will
not be needed.
With 375 votes from the great central belt and New England combined
Taft needs about 125 more to win.
The distinctively southern states have
2G6.
The five states with favorite
sons have 256. Jf Taft could get only
one-haof the south added to the
foregoing estimate he would have
enough without encroaching upon the
favorite son states or in other words
on the first ballot.
Of the fourteen votes from Connecticut he U pretty sure of ten and
may have all. Of the thirty-tw- o
from
Massachusetts he may get ten or
twelve on the first ballot. Of the
eight from New Hampshire he already ha-- s
five.
Vermont usually
lands "with the winner." and there
are eight votes which may come to
Maine and Kliud.- Island are
now- - uncertain.
At least the friends of Tat! count
upon twenty-fiv- e
to thirty-fiv- e
of the
eighty-eigvotes from New England
and hope for many more.
Hut suppose a second ballot should
be necessary ami always assuming
that the Itouscvelt earthquake of
which men talk so much fails to
erupt? In the natural order of things
the column of votes 25i strong, held
ny the five favorite sons, must dissolve sooner or laier.
Not all can
stand out to the "last ditch;" logically
some one of them. Hughes or Knox
or Cannon or Faliiranks. must be
chosen to lead the opposition to the
administration.
It is too early to say
who is to be the leader of that move-inen- t,
if it ever materialises,
but
e coming east
have heard more
...Ik of Knox and Cannon and less of
ne-ha- lf
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Hughes.
Fairbanks also has many
friends among the moderates.
The point is that If the opportunity
should arise all of these 256 favorite
sou votes vannot be delivered to any
one of them. Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, we know, are loyally for their
state leaders, but cannot be "delivered" to anyone else. Nor can all of
of the Knox or Hughes votes be delivered to Cannon or Fairbanks. The
moment the 258 votes In the favorite
son column begin to shift the leader
In the race, almost a winner. Inevitably gets enough votes from one or
other of the states to push liim over
the line.
There is small probability that it Agricultural Department Has
will come to this. Viewed In coldblooded analysis, without an y favorBegun an Investigation for
itism whatsoever, the situation prom,
ises nothing else than the nomination
the Benefit of Stockmen.
Hut if
of Taft on the first ballot.
lie should fall on that ballot and the
political generals were to be able to
Washington, Feb. 2.V "I'm plum
deadlock the convention for a consid- locoed" Is an expression which has
erable time, even then Taft would done valiant service with writers of
win or Roosevelt be nominated 's live-cewestern thrillers ever since
occurred.
soon as the break-u- p
liiamoud Dick first shot out the lights
in Head
Man's gulch or Hutteiily
llllly of the pony express came Into
WILL BRIDGE PECOS
being to Mutter across the pages of
Juvenile- romance.
iiut the term has moved upward
NEAR SANTA ROSA
anil onward since some men whose
hair Isn't so thick or so black as it
to be made ILa acquaintance. It
Poll- - used
County Commissioners ltet-lvmay .still adorn the pages of contem(Itnii'i--Towi- i
lion I'Tniii ProM-rl.poraneous wild west narrative
to
W ill Help.
Mini out whether it does or not Interon the quiet about it
Santa Rosa, N. M., Feb. 28. (Spc-rial- ). view yourIs sons
now no stranger to those
but It
The board of county commisd
sioners held an adjourned meeting ponderous tomes and
Tuesday of this week for the purpose pamphlets which are the light reading
science.
of considering a petition by taxpay- of TIh-iiifor I lie Knifing ISiims.
ers of !uad"alupe county for the conIn fact, "loco" is just now occupystruction of a bridge across tile Pecos
river at this point. Mr. C. H. Stearns ing much of the attention of some of
presented the petition, which was those sages who are employed by the
signed by 105 property holders. The government agricultural department
town of Santa Hosa agrees to sub- to wring secrets from the soil and
to confound the simple farmer
scribe $1.5110 toward the cost of the plantsbelit-vehe knew all about fannbridge, which will cost approximate- wli.)
ing.
Dwight Marsh is one of tho.se
ly $.0UO.
The county board received the pe- bulging brows who knows strange
tition and will advertise for bids for secrets about simple weeds, and he
The plans In the has learned so much about the loco
the construction.
n
plant In three or four seasons of
petition ask for a truss,
bridge. K. II. Holt, representing the delving that the department has debe
Kl l'aso Bridge and Iron company. Is cided to let some of the facts
on the ground anil will put In a bid know n.
To discover that "loco" is from the
on the bridge.
was the
.1.
M. Rice, a prominent attorney Spanish and means crazy
111.,
has been first and easiest step in the Investigaand capitalist of Peoria.
Next it was ascertained
In the city for several weeks looking tion.
that
after the interests of his daughter, the loco weed 1m not an Individual,
Mrs. Lillian It. Rrlgham, who has an but a family. Some scientists have aseciual interest with Mrs. J. H. Hicks serted that there is no such thing as
The loco weed nnd that locoed animals be.
In the Agua Xcgra land grant.
tract comprises 17. mni acres contig- lame Matteawan candidates because
4.00(1
acres of of brain storms, paranoia or manic
uous o the city. About
the grant is subject to irrigation and depression, prof. Marsh liniljj that
Mr. Illce Is arranging for the develthese learned nic-- are at least partly
opment of water for that purpose. wrong. He has wandered hither and
There are three springs besides water you in the wake of the grazing herds
rights from the Pecos river.
on the plains of Kansas,
Colorado
It is the purpose of the owners to and Texas; and he has found nestling
Miiall
tinsell
it
in
divide
land and
near the roots of the hort grasM the
tracts to farmers.
subtle Arngallus lambertl and the
Astragalus molllssiinus.
SiilKl'ilo for The Citizen anil (jet
Arrested, Trlotl anil CimvUtotl.
the news.
Aragallus lamberti ha.-- been lulled
before tin- court of science by Prof.
of
Marsh and tried and convicted
TO HETTY GREEN
poisoning horses, sheep and cattle.
Astragalus molllsimus ought not to
In let off with less than a manslaugh- ter verdict us it has been shown up
In it.s true- liuht as the Catherine de
Me.li.i of the plant family s far as
hor.-c-s
Astragalus
are concerned.
Q'
cattle.
molllsimus does not poison
That Is not to be credited to any leii- ieni v toward cattle on the part of
Ast r.ig.ilu.s mnllisslmus.
Cattle will
f Wit
not eat it.
Iicoed animals, says Prof. Marsh,
symptoms.
show always the same
Thi s,, are a lowered head, rough coat,
slow, Maggcring gait and a discaHcit
K
V
;i
Auto
nervous sxslem. Stockmen as a rule
!,j
i at tov
belo w that il is useless to attempt to
the life of a locoed animal, but
the investigation has shown that the
poison will vield to a proper treat
ment. in the principle, perhaps, of
llgh'iug the devil with fire, lofoed
rait!-are given strychnine. Fowler's
with
oliii mi lias proved effective
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Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

THE LOCO WEED
FOUGHT BY

Giifoss Kelly- fe Co,

E

-

multi-syllable-

two-spa-

-

STOP,

r

WE

.

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

other objectionable drug--, has made it a favorite with the parents of
When you have a conh or cold, try it and see for yimrself what
an excellent medicine it is. - Price, 23 cents. Large size, SO cent.

mm.

Mild

Grocers

-

ri--

L

Vrf-;;i;-

--

horses.
The !o.

o plant can be- easily exin fenced pastures, says
terminate
the agricultural department's report,
hut this is believed to be Impossible
on the open ranges.
The loco plant
is deiiuel to cause a loss of a mil-- li
a dollars a year to Colorado stock
I

(SS21.

i.

-

(Incorporated)

BOTTOM

v.

GUI OF

$100

TYPEWRITER

YOU CAN SAVE
A checking account will not only help you to spend

your money economically, but it will also aid you
all means the most extraordin
to save money systematically.
ary and Interesting feature of the ex
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
hibits shown at the Office Appliance
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
exhibition last week was the $65 typewriter, which forever markd the parswill be more careful of your expenditures.
ing of the $100 machine. The $65
A checking account gives you a complete record of
typewriter is a marvel in more ways
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
than one, and will be welcomed by a
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
large and growing class of people who
In the past would have taken kindly
for your business transactions.
convenience
to the typewriter except for the enor.
PAY BY CHECK.
mously high figure at which the
standard machines were held. All are
agreed that no typewriter was ever
actually worth $101), but the pu'jlic
was compelled to pay "tribute" or
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
do without tills very necessary adjunct
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,0C0
In the commercial world of today.
However, all thut Is past now furever, 1
ftttAA6QAAAAAAAAAAAA
and the public can now purchase the
best machine the market has ever
known for Just $65. One of the
strangest things about the caae Is the n Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works
fact that this machine is manufac5
typewriter
strongest
R. m. MALL. Rroprlmtor
tured by the
.nrnsa v.Twi.ings; vjre, voai ana LiumDer iarn; tinirt- company in existence, and they own
inio ma
lng, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
the vital patents that cover the feat..
J
f ronts ror Buildings.
ures that go to make the Biujceas of
Rmpmlrm oil Mining mud mill Mmohlnmry m Bpmolmlty
every modern visible machine, and
J
for all these years the leading visible
Foundry eaat side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M. J
typewriter companies have been pay
concern,
and
to
royalty
this
ing a
will continue to do so for many years,
or until the patents run out, which
So as
will not be for eight years.
the matter stands, this concern which
c:l
manufactures the. $63 machine has Sll-S- lt
Wert Silver Atpdu.
Telephone St.
within their own hands tha power to
AUUiyrKRQCK. NKW MTTXTOO.
close all the other visible typewriter
factories should they see fit to with-dr- a
v the privilege uf using their patents. The patents referred to are the
"segment plate" and the "type guide."
These two features make the visible
AMERICAN BtiOOK.
CUlUULXiOS Ll'MF.
machine a success of a failure. If
you will .xaniine any visible machine
and. note whether or not It has the.se
two essential features yon can readily
Furnace,
determine how much or how little of
Mixed.
a success that particular machine will
NDt.
prove.
CXEA- - CAS CORFU
of all the machines known to the
SMITH I Mi (XML
typewriter world of today the most
NATIVK KINDLING.
FOR CASH ONXY.
boautiful work can be done on the
perYost, because It employs the most
fect type guide ever placed on a typewriter! for the very good reason that
VW
both the alignment and also the spac1.
TELEPHONE
To adopt
ing Is absolutely perfect.
featImportant
A
Incorporate
YCH
this
It PHYSIC
and
'll II :oV WAV
11,
ure to the visitiie machine, a most and eat proper food- (Jood bread is
was
finally
proiileni
solved
difficult
more potent than drugs, particularly
Chicago Herald. a high quality of bread such as we
hy the $ij machine
make. Being one, if not the prinY
cipal article of diet, it should receive
SEWER REPAIRS ARE
- TO - DATE STYLES
the most direful consideration of all
food products. Our bread is carefully
AT COST I RICES
Tailoring ana
Ladles'
NEAR COMPLETION and cleanly Inmade of the best flour,
and is rich
nutritive and healthful
Dressmaking
properties.
Hy

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
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PATTERSON

COAL

ANTHRACITE

WOOD

f

W.

HAHN & CO,

MILLINER

Uf

Pioneer Bakery,

few d.is more may see the finitihle on South
ish of the
The work U so far
Second street.
advanced that the force nf workmen
has been cut down to the minimum
cost of $10 a d iv. Tor a while the
HAIK
cost of labor a day was 1 50.
The break on Second street at SilMrs.
ver avenue has been mended with
A

are being
steel casing, and
en for the foundation of a n
hole. The sewer between Second and
Third street U still blocked with sand
but the men in charge hope that the
obstruction can be removed without
tearing ui the sewer.
says:
Wis.,
Klton,
l: rt Harber. of
The cost of the break on Second
1
of
dosen
four
have only taken
treet will not be more than 12.500,
your K.dney and liladder Plus and
H considerably less than was
'hey have done for me more than which
c led.
fir
any other medicine has ever done.
Kidney
to
DeWltt's
Mr. Barber refers
Water
j
Pal Pinto Welu Vti.era
and Madder Pills. They are sold by I cures and prevents constipation. Ak
your grocer tor It
J. II. O'Rlelly Co.
jiile.s

-

--

V

Co,

C. BOWDEN.

-

,

sh. inns.

Wholesale

CYmg-Oeo. C. Bowden, of Little Rock, Ark., has used Chamberlain
Remedy in his family for many years, and Is neldom without it tn the
hovce. Unsays: "Chamberlains Cotifrh Remedy has proved
ifreat
relief to our boys in their throat and lunjr troubles. A few doses of it will
by
ward off a threatened attack of cronp, and a bad cold is quickly
its use. I takt pleasure in recommending- it." The prompt rnres of colds
and croups effected by this preparation, the fact that it can always lie de
pendod upon, is tilemant to take and contains no opium, chloroform or

d

t.
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THE PLIGHT OF THE RICH ACCORDING
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(Incorporated)
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24
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TO TAFT

ON

Information of trustworthy charm-- s
as to the choice of the
from the Males In this great
belt, sweeping from ocean to ocean,
and beyond the two oceans, sums UP
a.s follows
I'roh'y
for
Total
Votes. Taft.
2 4
20
New Jersey
. .
6
Delaware

rnro.w,

CITIZEN.

i

-

drivman-

MISS CRANE
cond Rhono 94

Olt N.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

207 South First St.
IKEiSKK

AMI CHUiOPO.
DIST
Bambini, at ner panors
posite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturge1 cufe, is prepared
to glT
thorough calp treatment, do hall
dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails.
She gives ma.-atreatment and manlcuiing.
Mrs
llambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the sk n and
improves the complexion. and la
guaranteed not to be injurious. Sht
also prepares a hair tonic thai curei
and prevents dandruff and hair fail
lug out; restores life to deaa hair,
removes moles, wart." and superfljoui
hair. Massnga treatment by vlhratu
machines. For any blemish of tbs
face i'tll and consult sirs. Bambini
g

AND
SAI.U KK-TKAXSt'EJt .SI'AUIJOS.
Horses and Mules Bought and
changed.
L1VEHV,

TOL'KXOL'T.S

BKST
Second

Ex-

IN THE CIT

Street between Central
Copper Avenue.

as.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
.
I resli ami Salt Me
Meuin Sausage
EMU KLIKNWOKT
Masonic BuiUlng, North Thirl Stre.

All KIikU of

t..",BM."-',,',1,-

ALBUQUERQUE

FRIDAY. rK.imtAHY 2s. tnos.

WHITE

SOX

RAVEL

EVENING

CIViZEN.

r.OE

tive and a few rooters, the special
will be made up of six cars library,
d tirr, two sleepers, combination buffet and observation and a baggage
car. In fact, the train will be a
duplicate of the (Joldett State limited,
except that it will carry one car le.ss.
The Sox party will leave Chicago

TO
N

at

9

o'clock

In"

AOS

the evening from the

La Salle street station, and will go via

STYLE
Long Journey From Chicago
to Los Angeles Begins

Tomorrow.
Training Trip

FiieM About Wlifte So

leave Chicago

Feb. 29.

Destination Los Angeles.
Team
Mileage "f First

',.233

mile.
Mileage of Second Team 7.408'
miles.
H.fiU miles.
Total Mileage
Kxhlbltion flames Scheduled for
First Team 32.
Kxhibltion Uames Scheduled for
Second Team 35.
Players to be Taken on Trip
Thirty.
Member of First Team Catehern.
Sullivan and Shaw; pitchers, Walsh,
White, Smith and Owen; intlelders,
Donohuo, lsbell (uncertain), Davis,
Parent and Tannehill; outfielders.
Manager Junes, Mann ami Dougherty.
Members or Second Te-aCatchers, Hart anil Armbrusier; pitchers,
Altrook, Patterson.
I.iinge.
Fiene,
Manut I. Purtell, Speer. Freeman and
Most; Inlielders, Anderson, Atz. Quil-li- n
and Kobe; outfielders, ex'ra pitchers.
Estimated Kxpense of Trip $15,-000.

Return to Chicago April 13.
Open Season
April 14 ;it Chicago.
Chicago. Feb. 2S. "All aboard for
the White Sox special."
This cry will ring out tomorrow
night, when the players ami officials

"f the Chicago American league team
will board the most palatial
train

ever provided for a baseball club and
set forth on the most ambitious training trip ever undertaken in the history of the national sport.
The White Sox special will run as
a second section of the Coldcn St ite
limited, the fist train to the Pacific
coast, and will follow that train to
Dos Angeles.

The .magnitude of the undertaking
can be imagined from the fact that
the two sections of the
will
cover 14, fit I mile before they return
to Chicago to open up the American
league season, April 14.
No hail club even went out of Chicago in such stle as those Sox are
going. The special train secured from
the Rock Island road will be the finest that can be put together. That was
the proviso Insisted on by President
Comiskey, which made the railroads
shy away from the contract. To carry
the baseball party of about fifty people, including players, their families,
club officials, newspaper representa

F.1
Pas. i. arriving at los Angeles
March 3 a; 7 o'clock In the evening.
President Comlskey Intends making
the trip a personally conducted affair
his plan being to accompany his players over the whole route.
About thirty players will be taken
on the trip, a large number of purchased and drafted stars being scheduled to vie with the veteran members
of the team for places on the regular
payroll.
ft order to give the youngsters a
fair chance to show their mettle, they
will le given positions on the second
OR RENT
tram along with several of the regular.- and will play with a separate Foil ItENT 3 furnished rooms for
lift of exhibition games, the master
housekeeping. Apply 201 S. Kdith.
charge of that
of the Sox taking
FOR
IlENT Furnished rooms In the
fellnew
"quad to get a line on the
Grant flat, corner of Third and
ow-;
while M winger Join- - goes along
Central; strictly modern. Room F,
conditioning his veteran iiyor.
Grant building;.
The entire siiiad will be kept together at Los Angeles only long Poll It EXT Two rooms ror light
enough to give all hands enough
housekeeping. Price $10.00. Apply
practice to play good ball, and then
404 North Second street.
the divisions will be made, the regat 205 South
ulars being left in tile City of Angels, FOR IlENT Store room
Second St., vacant April 1. A. Mon-toywhile the- recruits hit the trail to San
215 W. Gold Ave.
Fratu isco.
FOR RENT Two nice gunny rooms,
facing south, with board. Apply at
CHINESE NOAH MAKES
615 East Central avenue.
FOR RENT Only one more room left
PROFIT FROM FAKE
at 51M W. Central; reasonable rents.
in i u re in rear.
FOR RENT Nice clean furnished
Approm-liimv
Warns llrcthrcii
rooms, modern, 308
West Cen- or
hihI Acts as lYca-urtral avenue.
Ark Srheim.
Ft HI RENT Minneapolis. E2t So.
Second St., rooms for lighthouse-keepinFell,
press
Retlin.
Also bed rooms. Cheapest
The Cicrman
In city.
has received a story anoui a Chinese
Noah which has the great advantage FOR
RENT Large sunny front!
of being authentic.
room with board. 309 S. Broad- In the province of Seehuen lived a
way.
man on the banks of the Yungtse river who had frequent visions. To most
of his narratives of visions, his neighFOR SALE
bors paid little attention, but when
he began to tell them that his celestial FOR SALE New Underwood typefriend had warned him of an apwriter; our entire stock to be sacproaching deluge they began to look
rificed at $S0.00. Alb. Typewriter
gloomy.
He told them they must preExchange.
pare for it by building a huge ark.
a shares of the Apache
Some thousands of men contributed FOR SALE
County Bank & Trust Co., of St.
money, wood, nails and other materJohn's, Ariz. Address A. Montoya,
ials. Our friend was trcanirer.
213 West Gold avenue, AlbuquerThe ark was a mighty vessel when
que, N. M.
finished, with sevcial stories and a
great stole of food.
FO riS . LK Fu rn it u re" for fuFToom
The fatal day came and the ark was
house with two roomers which
filled with Jianic-st- i
pay rent.
nea'-licken Cliinoe. The
Address A, Citisky was clear and the river showed
zen office.
no signs of rls'ng. but the change FOR SALE Some good rjargalns In
might come at any moment, ami they
real estate: A
frame cotdecided to remain in the ark. A day
tage with hath on South Broador two passed and st;Il no sign of caway. tlfiOO; a
frame cottastrophe.
tage. W. Central ave., close In;
Then they began to look about for
$1101, easy terms; two good busithe visionary, hut he was nowhere to
ness lots on W. Centra
between
be found.
It Is believed that he is
con3rd and 4th; a new four-rooprophesying in some other province.
crete house. $1350; three lots each
r. ox 14 2
oil V.. Central avenue, $200
To Cure a Cold In One lb;-,for all three. And a long list of
VIS
Take LAN
ATI
UUOMO
Quinine
snaps of aVl kinds. A. Fleischer,
Tau.et-- .
Druggists refund monev if
It falls to cure.
212V4
real
R. W.
and Insurance,
GROVE'S
signature is on each 'wx. 2Se.
South ecnnd street.

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for $1; 60 pound can for 16.
order by postal. XT. P. Allen. P. O.
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M.
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WANTED

Capable men to fill?x-- i
eeutlve, technical, office and mer- cantile positions.
We can place
you in the position for which you
are qualified. Southwestern Bust- nes.s Association 201
East Cen- tral avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone 257.
For the comforts of home go to the
Futrelle house, corner Second street
and Coal avenue, second floor; entrance, north side. Home conking
and clean beds a specialty. Kates!
reasonable.
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LAWYERS
V. I). 1HIYAX.

U.

Attorney at Iw.
First Xntlonul Bank nutllin

Office,

Albuquerque. N. M.

Office, Cromwell niock.
Albuqueriiiie.
M.
niembi-i-

I It A M. IIOXD

a

Attorney nt I,ew.
Pensions, l.uinl Puteiits,
opvi ighut
Oivca's. I.i it, i Patents.,
Marks, Ialni.
2 F. street. X. M. 'Vnslilntrtnn: 1). C

IJXTIOX

(Bonded)
r. ArKilJ IlWg.
, x.
Hugh J. Collins, attorney at law.
V.
C.
Granncr, general manages
and claim adjuster.
Phone 659. Albuquerque, New Mex.
W. SPKXCEli

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Phone 257

Axchltevt
South Walter.
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If you want anything on eartn. ou
can tret It through the want column
We get
of The Evening Citizen.
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Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired

i
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Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula
Reeo rn ru nded
by
Mrs.
llenrj
Symes. to
the bust from 4
to 6 inchet
iua ra n tee
to be male from the
true lialega
Kxtract. I
Derfectlv

i

1

1J

Pharmacy and
Pharmacy

Ii

WAl.KF.lt

lire InsnraiH'c.
s

Miiinal I tu

JI7

eot

lil i risr AfiKiatlua
tvnlrul Avenue.

VETERINARY
WIIIIAM ItF.I.DKX
elcrlnar)
.

surge ry and
40: Smith

Sm'iiIj.
lllili 1'lioiiL- 105.
iit. ii. i. PirriiroKo
iiiisiry a

-

tlce- Tlierapeutlcs. Stirrerv and
P
ibs'.i tries on Horses, Cattle,
heep
Hogs Dog- - ar.
Cats.
Offli e wltl
Thorriton, '!.. Cleaner.
121
North
I

105 NORTH FIRST STREET

I V

i

A.

Veterinary Surgeon.

Suits

It DM-tllu' Rilslness.
nai nness.
Mr L E. Chainnenaln, of Clinton.
The Vaucaire Formula Is a general
t.e-- t
:
a n
K
o iy for tonic, but It ha a specific effect upon
Maine,
siys of
Arni..l
I
.aSalve,
;'
K
h 'r. bles
"It doe the business;
'
have
hlch the bust. Price 75 cents. For vale by
give pi' o.pt l eln-fused it for piles and It cured them, w guat; ii't'-i- I
t
r
r.
Applied it to aii oid ore and It It is a a u a d'geM.iut
digests Highland
t i take.
e l!, it w pleasa
leaving a scar be whit
healed It with,
Sol I by J. Ii. o i;;e:iy Co
lea ler.
hind." 25c. jt
f

Ileal IXale, Xitarj
Public.
ItiMinw 12 and 1 1, 'nuiiMcll HliK-k- ,
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 138.
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ad.day by dcy.
Does the work you draw the pay.
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A little want

INSURANCE

Highland Livery

l.

loi.s.ie-- .

t.ita

'

Go-car- ts
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Mki a ei ive
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ortlce with V. II. fhllders.
117 West (iolcl Avenue.

$2 to $15

!l

MA DDI SON

Attonu-y-at-lJiw- .

ltMISROOIv ItROS.
I fl Jul in &t
Phone 5!MI.
laity.
Saddle horses a s
Re
Proprietors
The reason e do so much ISO! (ill drivers In the citv
wagon.
faille,"
picnic
the
DRY work Is because we do It right
at the price you cannot afford to
the j and
have it doiio st home
R.
IMPIlltlAL LAUNDRY.
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Davis &Zearing

ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

COI,.

oniee Room

East Central Ave.

210

M.L.SCHUTT

l,.W AXI
ACiKXCY.

SOrTIIWFSTKKX

PEAL ESTATE and
INVESTMENT CO.

CAPABLE traveling xiiesmati at one- -.
Staple line, profitable comim
n
Contract with
weeklj
219 South 2nd Street
vance. Permanent position; i
eiues required. A. S J Co..
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'
River Ave Detroit. Mich.
SANTA

I

F. V. DOUSOX
Attorney at Law.

STOW

room
.nvalids;

no

J. AMJKIl,

a. ni. to 12:30 p. ns.
1:1(0 to 5 p. m.
Appointment imule lv mall.
Wewt (ontrnl Ave.
Phone 45C

Office Inrurs,

MISCELLANEOUS

1

$2-1-

ICDML'ND

of the largest
real estate association in Hie I'niled States and can
sell or exchange your property
no matter in what state it may be
located.

SALEU a bargain. 3
divelllng houses. Rent $ a
month each.
For S. i. : ll.irga.n. pa per
business.
and pa i.t;:i

LI.

"!

DIl. J. E. CIIAI-IVntal Surgery.
Rooms 2 and , Harnett liuihllnaj.
Over O'RIelly'H Drug sorei.
ApiMiliilments nimle) by mall.
Phone 711.

real estate.

in.

Foil

.liar--Itoi-

1

iff
iff

REN

1059.

DENTISTS

to loan on improved Albuquerque

I

for gen'lemao,

WANTED Salesmen to handle vest
pocket side line to in. lease it pa rt- y
moot stores' sale- - Twenty d
dally easily made. State ler.
you cover. Samples supplied free.
IiIis.s-eveina u Companv Chi

ns

Ofllce 62S; Residence

$1,000

avi-nue- .

T

h. niltTON.

SOLOMON

I'hy-lcln-

Bungalow
for $200 cash

Wo are

-

nils. nitowsoN a imoNso.v
llomo.patlilo
and Sof
gt"ns. Over Vann'g Drut Store.

two-stor- y,

balance on terms like rent,
pretty home of four rooms,
about two years, natural
finish, huge closet, bath,
porch, good location, cast
Do not miss this bargain.

1-

anil Surgeon.
Highland ofiice. 10 South Walts
Street. Phone 1030.

Store building on

RENT

TELEPHONE 15

n"""

PU. H L. 11UST
'
riiywlotan and Sniyon.
vj
V. T. ArmlJii Iulldfn.
PliyslcSan

A

MONTOYA

Ceniril

895.

IU.

modern
residence of Ave rooms In one of
the most desirable residence sections of the city, balance like rent.
Tln lower floor of this beautiful
home is finished In white enamel,
large bath room on econd floor,
three large closets, pantry, porch;
must be seen to be appreciated.

Three acres very best land (two
adobe
acres in alfalfa), three-roohouse in good condition, right close
to ditch, about two miles from
business part of town, across the
river. Price, $Sii0.0O ash.
Six acres, all under cultivation,
adobe house, on nmln road, two
and a half miles from town, also
across river. Trice, $900.00, cash.
Forty-fiv- e
and a half acres of
the very best land In the Rio
Grande valley, all under cultivation
(about
half in alfalfa), well
fenced, on main ditch, convenient
to stores and telephone line and
railroad station. Price $G.vno per
acre. Easy terms.
And many others from one to
six hundred acres.

Of- -

Mono

THINK OF IT

ensh.

SALESMEN

lll-'-

will buy a new

rjooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxjo

Ave.

Surgeon.
Offlw over Vano Drug Storr.
Hi"e hour 9 In 12 a. in. a t
a
7 to 8 p. m.
fn,o j.n
I'hones

$200 cash

Ileal Estate anil Ixmn. Notary
Public. 213 W. Gold Ave.

facial and scalp treatment, also how-tmanufacture hair goods. Parisian Beauty Parlor, 312 Wet Cen-

im. f. j. rATcms

you can pu rchase a modern
honn on the monthly payment
plan '

W

J.

Homeopathic rhystclan ami Surf
OooklontjjJ Life, nnlMina;.

Pay Rent?

Four acres very good land, a little over two miles north of town.
Price, $ru0.i. Easy terms.
well
in alfalfa,
Eight acre
fenced, adobe house and barn,
fruit trees, about five miles north
of town. Price, $600 00, cash.
Fifteen acres first class land,
fenced, near ditch. Price. $7011.00,
cash. This piece Is located about
four miles north of the city.
acres very good land,
Seven
partly under cultivation, a good
manv fruit trees on place, one mile
from city limit. Price. $1,200.00

hair dressing, manicuring,

W. M. SI I Ell! DAN. M.

Do You

MOKK llARGAlNS IN 11ANCHES.

A.

PHYSICIANS

Why

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
I,OAX CO.
THE 1IOVSE1IOI.D
Steamship tickets to and from all
world.
of
the
parts
Rooms S and 4. Grant Bldg.
303 ii West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evening
On

de-llv- er

m

WANT AD

MONEY to LOAN

WANTED Girl for general housework. 614 Ea.st Coal.
W A NTHU
by thoroughly
Position,
experienced bookkeeper, city reference; a fair knowledge of Spanish.
Address M., Evening Citizen.
WAlErGTnU""" "goods" second
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
6 It South First ftreet,
south of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
WANTED
Ladle.s desiring millinery
at cost for next ten days call on
Miss C. P. Crane, 615 North SecMillinery and dressond street.
making parlors. Phone 944. Ap
pre ntlces w anted.
WANTED Washing and ironing for
hand laundry, lace curtains from
fiOe per pair up; first class work.
Irop a postal to 40$ W. Tijeras or
phone 104 a. We call for and
goods anywhere In town.
WANTED Able bodleO, unmarried
men, between ages of 21 and S5;
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperat. habits,
who
can speak, read and write
English. For Information apply to
Recruiting Officer. 203 E. Central
Ave.. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WANTED
solicit!
to
Gentleman
members for Masonic Insurance.'
Rest company In United States and
lowest rates. Must furnish nignest
references. J. 1). Campbell, general
agent. El Paso. Texas.
WANTED- Traveling men and solicitors calling on druggists, confection
ers, etc.. covering Albuquerque ami
surrounding territory and states, to
carry our celebrated line of choco- - j
lates on good commission basis.
Howes Allegrettl, .H'i River St. Chi-

five-roo-

OPPORTUNITIES

IAV.NS

PERSONAL PROPERTY

WANTED

Will teach

a Little

SEVEN

Al-vara- do

Third, Phone
4iu. Hospital
Residence.
73t South Walter.
phone, 62U.
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Grocery
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Messengers
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FOR
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Good Things

WOMKX
TI jN'T COLT, VK I KID OR
OR
CANVAS: IlLACIv. W1I1TK. T
SIIOIOS

Kll.

I

A

I
Simp ftfinriuR Kill
Kid
VIW

Oxford.

Patent Kiri Osforri

(( Inni

lutent

Oinviw Oxford.

aad

S3.00

Bakers

to

HS.Ofl

Phones 3 1 and 3 2

t

81.00

r lliK'iit
HI..10 t

KUI

v

M

.$l.,--0

S2.50

YK7E are making a
special effort on all

$.t..V

.. .8 1. SO

to Eat

Grocers

t.nw. tiii;v I K r.Xl'KI'riON-AM.dainty, n r n:iti i:ctly
and wt.ar wi:ll.

t

of Cakes

kinds

82.00

and Pastry far your
Sunday dinner and are

ONLY A PEW

Winter Hats

PATTY SIIF.M.S,
KISSKH AM) FANCY

Will I

rs

(

M

MARIN- -

t'UKA.M

;li:s.
an ms caki's,
cakks,
wiiiit. mointaix axgkl's
ami
dfail's
poor
1mhviiual fancy slicks.

left and they must be sold regardless of
cost to mnke'room tor spring goods

Miss Lutz

FRUITS
and

Vegetables

J.

L. BELL CO.

Hardware Plumbing
-

WHITNEY'S OLD STAND

contains everything the
market affords.
Our groceries are the
foes'; our prices the lowest good goods can possibly be sold at.
Don't forget our spzeial
1

5c Twist

LOAVES OF BREAD
Order before noon

you want

if

t VERITJ

THE

Railroad Avenue
We

Ftesh Pineapples
Each 25c

TAXIDERF1STFUR BEARERS TRAPPED TO ORDER

Good

-

Birds and Animals Mounted True to Life.
Moth-Proo-

210 WEST COLD

i. p. GOBS

ALBUQUERQUE,

things to Eat

The Jaffa

and Permanent. Work Guaranteed

i

any- -

DIAMOND PALACE

Dlmnonds. Watch?. Jewelry, Cut tiln.ss. Clinks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and triiuraiuc A Square Deal.

N. M.

Grocery
Co.

Spring Shirts

POI t

TOWN

Men's Shirts
ever shown in this city.
All the newest designs in

fancy Madras, Percales and
Cheviots are shown in an
endless variety, with or
without Attached Cuffs.
All the novelties in

VM. K1F.KK,

ZiiC

.

luc

.

lie

.10c

.

Tin: .ma.i:,

.

The best remedy known today for
all stomach troubles Is Kodol, which
Is guaranteed to give prompt relief.
It is a natural dlgestant; It digests
what you eat, It Is pleasant to take,
Sold by J. H. O'Rtelly & Co.

.

l.'.c

.

8c

.

10c

.

11c

.

.

.8c

.

.

10c

11c
8c

He
$1.35

Proprietor.

CKhrKWil-tnpb..tty

i

ROOM

-

P

j

ufi b ji j

28 BARNZTT BLDC.

from

20 to 33

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER
i

P00O000O0OOC)O

WKcl.
'aiti
Salve is especially good for piles. Sold
by J. H. OT.Ie!!y Co.

and up

Co.

We have n few folding lied,
from 83.00 and tip. Great
liiirgtilns.
l'utrelle Furniture Co.,
west end of viaduct.

Just as soon

as an improved feature makes its
in the science of stove building, the idea is at once

to this range, with the result that the MAJESTIC of
represents all the best features of all makes. In addi
tion to this, it is con- THE GREAT MAJESTIC.
structed of material that
to all common purposes",
. h y
is unbreakable.
It will H
save you time, fuel and JjJ
gAjrsTic
O "i.
work; and produce the u
,'"JES"t B
a
r
1.
i
ti
if.
I
a
m cr mim.
ii.itwi5 Hi
Desi oi results, xiuy
m f.
JESTIC you will never S

-

EYES RIGHT!
your eyes

needanother.

are not right call

Prices

on me and let me fit them with
glasses that will make them right.

$61.00

S. T. VANN
DOCTOR

One
WELL

to

Or OPTICS

JEWKMtY

$68.00

CO.

Ioor South of Drug Store.
MACHINERY

AND

-

I

ATTENTION!

VAVX

Majestic Range

Ee

m.

If

SUPPLIES

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

Wagner Hardware Co.
321-32- 3

Twelve different styles of Machines suitable for
all formations and depths, any kind of power de
sired. Write fur circular A.
C. P.

Taneyhill,

Cklahoma

ooooooooooooo

There are no better ranges in the world than

Hewitt's Carbolized

washing machine

Per Cent

also In I'nuVrncar, Shirt., Xerkwcar, Hosiery a art
Glove. We) have just finished stock-takinami have plenty or
wasonnhlc kixhIs at bargain prlrrs.

Nicely furnished rooms with use
bath, steam heat ind all conven
No invalids. Hotel Cratge.
iences.
silver avenue.

l'ulrc:ie Furniture

3

SM'cial value

'

S'J.oO

1--

SIMON STERN

o

City, Okla.

MMUMM

Perfect
Plumbing
in every home that
Is
aspires to hi- hcalt hy , comfortable
ami pleasant.
f. We do P!tunliinr that always
fives satisfaction. Try us next
time.
ial

Standard
Plumbing and
Heating Co.

cm

Now Is a goo, time to buy ine.l.iiin weight Suits anil OvrrcotHfl.
We linve 2."i0 of them on Sab. Goods which yon can wear nearly
nil the cnr around anil have rtilnccil tlwiu In price nil the viny

See Window Display

hooms rem kknt.

tit

2

412 West Central Ave.

jS

PIIOXK til

I

i

West Cemral

WE GUARANTEE

Fll

2,000 Potmch

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have always made this guarantee. The following ad, or one
Bimilar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, liriu or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
TMock, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove ami
Xut. Also Mill Wood. Mountain Wood, Kimllinnr and
Coke.
502

JOHN S. BEAVEN

South First

r

Walking made easy by using our
"Tread Air" heel cushions. Worn
the hoes. Petter than rubber
ring, lesa weight, more
heels; more
wear, less expensive. Pneumatic,
quickly adju-ted- .
only 2"ic a
;:iir C. May's Sho,. .Store, 311 West
Central avenue.

M.

-

MANDELL

SPRING 1908

M.

MANDELL

c.

Soft Shirts with Collars Attached
Blue and Tan are most stylish- - 50c, 75c, $1.00,
$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 up to $3.50.

CLOTHING

Kennedy'
Laxative Cough Syrup
acts gently but promptly on the bow-e'.- s.
It
ttie cough by soothing
the throat and lung Irritation. Sold
by J. H. O'ICe'.ly

See Window Display

FINE

&

and

Co.

FURNISHINGS

OR. C. H. CONNER
OmTtOPATHIC RHYBICIAN AND

E. L. Washburn Co.

mURGKON
Tremtmd.
All Curmbla
No Charge tor Contuitmt.on

0saoa

3t4

N. T. Armljo Bulldlni
'I deplume
tiur. Mild (152.

My Spring Stock of Men's Low Quarter Shoes in black and tan are all in.
Also Earl & Wilson and Manhattan
Shirts.

Fancy Hats in Hawes, Stetson and
Dunlap.

v.

i

It nuiy he a trllle early to talk Spring ipmkIsj. hut we want to tell
inn that notwithstanding tlM fact that u great many iiicniiants
have cut' down their Spring orders, mo can show you a large and
better assortment than ever. No trouble to show iImiii to you.

For Sale One gen lie family pony,
yeirs old. l'utrello 1'iirnlluro Co.

Schroeder

TEACHER Or VIOLIN
Also Manager of

PRICES REDUCED

NEW SPRING SUITS

The Gambler.
The Masquera ler.
ever 130 titles of the most popular
copyright modern fiction, recently
sold at $1.50 per copy. Our price 5c
per ropy,
STRONG'S BOOK STORE,
Phone 1104.
Next Door to P. O.
save voi n 1'i i.r, mix.
A tireless cooker can be bought for
the price of a gasoline stove and 75
per cent of the cost of gas, coal or
gasoline Is saved by cooking the
most toothsome meals entirely witfi- out fire.
We invito your
inspection
and
guaran'ec this estimate of fuel saving
to be a conservative one.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.,
412 West Central.

for The Citizen anj get

H. W.

to Hold.

cleverly of Oruustark.

nwroKFicii.

ATI'1UAY,S SPKOIAL SAM:

1 --

M.ie .in,
Craustark.

To

1

the new.

Fresh Kan sad ranch eggs.
3 lbs. of hominy
2 lbs. of fancy rice
3 His. of washing .soda...
Sweet potatoes, per can..
Pickles, per bottle
grade of jam
Hi. brick of cod fi.ih . .
il.icaronl, per package...
Sago, per package.
Cleaned currants
Price's wheat flakes
lr.
1'eltijohn'a Food
High patent flour

I

KKNT It KS1 KN CI
AT
202 NOHTH KDITII.
APPLY OLD
SpbK.Tibe

We are displaying the largest, best selected line of

j

j

Our assortment of

208 South Second

1

st

sure our large assortment will satisfy any
you may have.
Our assortment will
contain the following:
de-si-

S

J. Cnrlin.
Clovl real estate
agent. Is registered at the Alvarado.
J. F. Keller and Miss K. K. Holder,
of Helen, are stopping at the Alvarado,
J. V. Key, siiperinteii'lent of the
Kastern Hallway of New Mexico, if
In the city on business.
Attorney V. II. Chillier Is much
Improved today. His temperature this
afternoon was !!, against ln.'i day
before yesterday.
Mis
Kdyth MctJilivray left yesterday for California after an extended visit In the city to her sister,
Mrs. Harry P. Owen.
Mr. and Mrs. ,1. A. Welnmami, who
are In New York buying goods for
the Uolden Rule Dry (JoocIh cotnpany,
are expected home next Week.
Merchants and employers generally
who pay their help by the week will
be reminded tomorrow
that this
month ha five pay days In It.
iJr. Yoakum of Cerrillos, who was
taken quite suddenly ill the early part
i nis
01
weeK wnii pneumonia aim
conflni d to St. J'weph's hospital, Is
reported improving.
S. M. Williams, manager for the
Carey Itoof Manufacturing company
of Kansas City, spent yesterday in
Santa Ke anil returned to the city this
morning.
The IS. Y. C. f. or the First liap-tlchurch w'.il give an "opening"
social at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
C. I, (loss. :.'l!t North High street,
this evening from 7:3. Cordial invitation extended to everybody.
The spring term of Valencia county
court opens at Los I, Unas Monday
morning. The session will probubly
last two weeks. The court and attaches will go to I.o I.Unas on Monday morning on the 6:3U train.
Thirty friends very pleasantly surprised Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Jasper and
family at their residence, 14WU East
Central avenue, Thursday evening.
The party was chaperoned by Mrs.
A, H. Montgomery.
The evening was
spent In various amusements and light
refreshments were served.
"The Cleat Evil of Today and 11'
Remedy" will be the topic upon
w hich
the Kev. Dr. Chapman wil
speak this evening at Temple Albert
corner of Cold avenue nd South
Divine service will
Seventh street.
harp.
commence at 7:4ft o'clock
Strangers are always welcome at this
Jewish fane and a cordial invitation
is extended to everybody at all times.
The Santa Fe railroad reading room
association announces the appearance:
A l)iiiiieniue
in
Monday evening.
March
of tne Stella Leach McCas-li- o
Concert company. The personnel
of the company is a.s follows: Stella
Dot Fay
Leach McCaslin, reader;
Trott, piano and violinist; Margaret
Slattery, soprano; Zaida E. Brown,
whistler.
of ti'.s
President Luther Foster
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts, accompanied by
H. C. Henry, Justin Waddell and C
(. Hekls, arrived from Mesilla this
morning, and today are looking after
the college's interests in the debate
which will occur at the Elks' theater
this evening between the college and
the L'nlverslty of New Mexico. The
subject or the debate is: "Hesolved,
That tlie I'nited States Should Subsidize the Merchant Marine."
The runeral ui Mrs. Jacob Loebs
was held from Immaculate Conception church this morning and was at.
tended by a large number of friends
and relatives. The cortege left the
residence on North Second street at
S:3o o'clock and moved to the church,
where high mass wag said by Father
Mainlalari. The floral offerings were
numerous and beautiful.
Interment
was made at Santa Barbara cemetery.
Several societies of the Catholic
church and fraternal organizations
attended the funeral.
Four Japanese, thought to be unlawfully in the I'nited Suites, were
tak.cu from train No. 10 this morning
by Inspector Creen, and lodged i"
Hie county jail to await Investigation.
All four were young men and had
tickets which read from El Paso to
Denver.
They also had head fax receipts dated at El Paso. Inspector
iroen said this afternoon that he had
good reasons to believe the receipts
had been issued to other Japanese
by these.
and probably purchased
Each one had considerable money on
person.
his

1
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tVKj Popular I'opyriKlitV
The demand for these book li
been so far beyond our expectations
that it has been almost impossible fori
us to gauge our unlets on sumo of
the titles to meet the demand. So ,'ar
we have received new shipments o.i'y
to find ourselves sold out of some of;
the most popular titles In a day or'
two.
We are doing our best in this
case, as we shall try to do in all
cases, to keep In stock at a'. timts
the things that are wanted. Here are'
some of the titles Just received:
Itrewster's Millions.
Cail of the Wild.
firdlna' s Snuff liox.
Checkers.
lidy Rose's D.iuh:i'r.
Th
Heart of Rome.
Princess Malllza.
St. Elmo.
Story of an t'nto'.d Love.
The Right of Way.
Richard Carvel.

Of Tlio

FINE
CLOTHING

and
FURNISHINGS

